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Mr tlMlnt Meats
Croup works to rescue homeless cats and kittens in
Harrisonburg and provide them with good housing.
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Ziggy Marley and Michael Franti c> Spearhead rallied a
sold-out crowd Monday night, encouraging the audience
to exhibit love and tolerance

The lacrosse team is geared up for its season
Sunday at Yale University.
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Senate
passes
3 bills
BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

SGA reporter
This week, the Student
Government Association passed
three bills to give money to the
Madison Investment Fund.
Psychology Peer Advising and
the Overtones.
The Madison Investment Fund
is an organization that
is an outside equity
manager
far the JMU endowment fund
Madison Investment Fund
asked (or $580 to send four members to an investment competition, when? they exchange ideas
and learn more about investing.
Last year, the organization placed
in the top five in the nation.
SGA also unanimously
passed a bill to give money to
Peer Advising in order to help
the group put on a Hunger Fight.
Peer Advising plans to put
on the first annual Hunger
Fight in March, with the help of
Dining Services and Card
Services, and hopes to collect
food and money to help support
the local community The SGA
Senate passed a bill to give
$656.04 to the event's publicity
and FLEX equipment.
The largest amount at money
went to the Overtones a capella
group. A bill was passed that gave
it $3,050.96, the bulk of which will
be used to record a compact disc.
The bill was amended to take
out $100 that would have been
used to purcruisr .1 yearbook ad.
The last bill passed dealt
with the SCA's comrnitment to
wrve 1,000 hours of community
service as an org.uu,.
Senior David Bilberry, at large
senator, presented a bill through
the diversity affairs committee
that said SGA would be, m
active
partner
with
Harrisonburg .High School in
ensuring the academic success
of its students through any feasible means necessary.''
The Senate's bill was passed
unanimously. These bills now gp
to the Executive Council.

SGA
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"The Real World" cast members Mallory Snyder (above) and Ace
Amerson spoke to a crowd of more than 1,000 student* Monday
nfcht in the College Center. Right. Amerson Interacts wtth a fan.

Ace, Mallory go separate ways
'Real World' stars speak
to more than 1,000 fans
BY LAUREN MCKAY

iatoM news editor
l-inding out if Music
fikiiMon's "The Real World
I'.ins' stars Ace Amerson and
Mallory Snyder still are dating
was the reason that many students attended their speech
Monday night in the College
Center Grand Ballroom.
Amerson and Snyder
d to a crowd of over
1,000 students that they are
no longer together.
"We were doing different
things, and the distance thing
was really hard," Amerson said.
Snyder said Amerson now is

dating Cameran Eubanks, who is
on 'The Real Wartd San Diego."
"Cameran only live* I wo
hours away from me; we're just
good friends," Amerson said.
Some fans wanted to hear
that Amerson and Snyder were
no longer together, especially
because the rumor had been
circulating — another DEMOT
was because they wanted to
hear that Amerson was single.
Tne Student Government
Association and the Panhellenic
Council sold 400 tickets in two
hours when they first went on
sale Feb. 16. It then was decided
by the Student Government
Association to sell 600 more tick-

ets because of the high demand.
The event was moved from PC
Ballroom to the College Center
Grand Ballroom.
Sophomore Ashley Dorey
was at the front of the line at
4:45 p.m., waiting for the door
tiuipeiun ? pan .. unoetheseats
were first come, first serve to
those who purchased a ticket.
"I'm here because 1 want to
find out if [Amerson's] still dating Mallory," Dorey said.
Dorey said she likes
Amerson's sweet Southern
accent, his charm and his smile.
"Granted, I do want to be
with him, but if he can't be with
me, Mallory would be the second best," Dorey said.
Siphomore
Margaret
Bishop was at the front of the
line with Dorey.
"I like how Ace always

w.mis to have fun, and he
never wanted people mad at
him in the show, Bishop said
Amerson
and Snyder
talked about their opinions of
reality television and their
experiences while in Paris
1
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something that you never get
used to," Amerson said.
Amerson initially had tried
out for "The Real World
Chicago" 1 always wanted to
be on The Real World' since I
was 12," Amerson saki I fed
like I kind of grew up with The
Real World."'
Snyder's purpose in trying
OUt for
(he Real World
i- not to be on television. She really just wanted
MTV to take her to Paris
"I would have never done
the show if it was in the states,''

Snyder said. "It was the most
exciting tirne of my life. At 19
years old, I realized I was
going to Paris and my life was
on a totally new path."
Amerson commented about
how different the cultures in
P
| .rod to the
United States.
"The best thing about Paris
is that they keep to themselves,
and they Ian us alone,"
Amerson said.
A concern of Snyder's while '
she was on television was that
her parents would see everything she was doing.
"My parents were pretty
proud of me because you put
yourself out there, and you are a
rc>le model," Snyder said. "You
don't want young kids to see
see MTV, page 5

ASB gives students inexpensive options
About 220 students to travel, volunteer through Community Service-Learning
Mn I U
contributinfi writer

BY MAGGIK

"Couch potato" will he the
phrase to describe most iol
lege students during the second week of March, but not
for
students
going on
Alternative Spring Breaks
About 220 students are going
on ASB trips this year, according
to senior Dana Seltzer, an ASB
student coordinator. Community
Service-Learning is sponsoring
17 trips — the Uni\ i
Reovatkm Center » sponsonng
two — and several more trips are
being sponsored by religious
organizations.

Sell/er said the low cost generally is what makes students
want to go on an ASB trip at
fast Phe trips roughly costs
amund$225.
"I think initially it's appealing because1 it is inexpensive,"
she said. "But, then [students|
think about working with the
community, and being part of
that community. They realize
Iff ,i lifelong thing, not a
week-long thing."
These trips are led by two
students Bsdl
"It's a student-run thing;
we're just here to guide
StftzttI said
The experiences junior San

III 1 \
AHEARN/

Dfct kmson had last year on her
ASB trip to Washington, DC,
Blade her want to be a trip
leadai this nsac
"I chose to be a leader
because of the great experience I
had last year on my trip, and I
really admired how my leaden
pulled a whole group of virtual
strangers together arid gave us a
great trip," Dickinson said. "1
knew it would be a great feelinj;
to do the same for others.
Leading requires a lot of time
and effort and stress, but, in the
end, I know it will be worth it.'
Dickinson and her fellow
leader,
junior
Maria
Telegraphis, decided to go to

see ASB. page 4

Residents can prevent fires
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BY STEPHANIE

Sophomore

STRAUSS
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Desmond
checks the
smoke
detector In
her dorm.
Student*
are urged
by the
Office of
Residence
Life to
check their
detectors
weekly.

Jacksonville, Fla., to work
with Freshwater Ministries
which works with a youth.
"We chose Florida because we
knew it would be warm and
hopefully sunny, and* we liked
Freshwater Ministries because
they will have us do a variety of
activities — they're not focused on
any one cause," Dickinson said.
Possibk- projects of ASB trips
include working with an innercity after-school tutoring program, construction projects with
the local habitat (or humanity
chapter and volunteering at an
AIDS/HIV chim

staff writer
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The Office of Residence
I lie has a number of rules,
regulations and suggestions to prevent fires in residence Kills
fire
code
requires that smoke
alarms are tested on a regular basis," Evans said.
"ORL has students take
responsibility for this in
order to maintain privacy.
We believe that since our
students are responsible
adults, that they can manage this inspection."

The
policy
has
changed for next Mai
and the university will be
checking smoke detectors three times per year,
according to Evans.
RAs inspect the bedrooms and suites twice a
semester, and this inspection includes a visual
check of the smoke detectors, as well as a check for
any fire safety violations,
Evans said.
"If Istudents) notice
anything out of the ordinary, they are to report it
to
their
[Resident
Advisers] immediately,"
Evans added. "RAs have

signs posted on their
doors, on which students
can report any trouble
with smoke alarms."
Despite the -moke
detector requirements,
some students do not take
them seriously. Tvsj
never had a single resii-A to borrow the
I rod to check their
smoke detector," said junior Lisa Aikman, an RA in
Wayland Hall. "When I
was on duty two weekends ago, 'just for fun,' a
resident stole a fire >
guisher, discharged it
see FIRE, page 5

Today | 9 to 11:30 a.m.
in the College Center Grand Ballroom

What to prepare:
• bring 20 copies of resume
' bring samples of work'
• dress professionally

MARrCHOI/(rapA«in«l.«

Over 40 companies
to scout students
BY SARAH MAM

IY

staff writer
While many view getting
an internship as important,
some students are not sunhow to begin looking.
The 10* Annual [MU
Intrmship Fajf will be held
at the College Center Grand
li.illr'Mim today from 9 to
11:30 a.m., and' will include
Ian from over 40
national COOS
There will be an afternoon
session available from 12:20 to
4:50 p.m. for students to conduct interviews with prospective empkiyers.
Some of the companies that
will be attending the fair are
Wolftrap, America Online,

Knterprise Rent-A-Car, The
Homestead and Kohl's, according to Amy Sirocky-Meck, academic and career adviser.
There also are many ways
students can prepare themselves for an interview situation.
"Students should be able
to lommunicate their background and explain the
skills they have acquired
through classes," Morsch
said. "Knowing their goals
and what they want to get
out of the internship is also
very important when talking with an employer —
you want to have an intelligent conversation.'
Internships serve as an
see FAIR, page 5
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DUKE DAYS

NEWS

Thursday, Feb. 26

Saturday, Feb. 28

Ai idank Adt ism,; & Cm IX-vi-lnprm-nt and the College of
Bii-m,-.. m iponioring the Kith Annual Internship F.lir in the
CoUegeCenta Grand Ilillr.Him tn>m v a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Students must meet rccruitcft try 11:30 a.m. to sign up for
altcmiHin inl,-r\ iewv Resumes should be on hand to give to
I.-, iiiiiers l,ir man information visit utmo.jmu.edu/inlemfmr.

Phi Sigma Pi is sponsoring a buck dlh e M [lames & Noble from
11 a.m. to 1pm For mm- Information OOntad Sarah M martntK
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OPINION
House editorial
Breeze reader's view
Darts & pats
House cartoon
Campus spotlight
Letter to the editor

TheChrish.in Student Union is having its weekly praise and
worship at 5:30 p.m. at its building on the comer ol Main
Street anil C'antrell Avenue For more intormation contact
Amanda Hayes at luiyesal.

LEISURE

Delta Delta Delta Sorority is having an open mic poetry readion .11 the Zirkle House at 7 p.m. The Zirkle House u Incited
on South Main Street next to the Canterbury House.

Crossword
Horoscopes

FOCUS
Cat's Cradle

STYLE

11

The school of theatre and dance and the school of music
present Cole Porter's musical "Anything Goes" in LatimerShaeffer Theatre in Duke Hall at 8 p.m. Tickets are $10 for
gtnanl admission and $6 for children under 12. senior citizens and JAC card holders. For ticket information, call the
Masterpi.->, Season Bat Oltue at x8-7000. The bo* office is
located in Wilson Hall, suite 105.

14

Friday, Feb. 27

SPORTS
Women's lacrosse
season preview

17

Women's basketball's
twin towers

17

police Ion reporter

The school of theatre and dance and the sclnxil of muM.
present Cole Porter s musu.il "Anything ('.tH-s" in Lihm.'r
Shaeffer Theatre in Duke I Ml .it s p m I is kets are $W for
general admission and $6 for children under 12, senior citizens and JAC" card holders Par tuki't intormation call the
Masterpiece Season Box Office at xS-7000. The box offiCi il
located in Wilson Hall, suite 105,

Sunday, Feb. 29
The school of theatre and dance and the school ot muk
present a matinee showing of Cole Porter's musical
"AnythingGod bl I .itimer-Shaeffer Iheatn' in IXike Hall at
2 p.m. Tickets arc $10 for general admission and $6 for». lul
dren under 12, senior citizens and (AC card holders lor ticket information, call the Masterpiece Season Box * )ltue at x87000. The box office d located in Wilson Hall, suite 105.
Canterbury Episcopal Campus Ministry is holding tin it
Holy Eucharist service at 5:00 p.m. with a home ax>ked
dinner to follow. All are welcome. Canterbury House is on
Main Street between the Zirkle House and Buffalo Wild Wings.

I hi' s, his.I of theatre and dance and the school of music
present Cole Porter's musical "Anything Goes" in LahmerShaeffer Theatre in Duke Hall at 8 p.m. Tickets are J10 for
general admission and $6 for children under 12, senior citizens and (AC card holders. For ticket information, call the
Masterpiece Season Box Office at x8-7000. The box office is
located in Wilson Hall, suite 105
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WEATHER
FUN FACT

of the Day

Partly Cloudy
High 45 Low 24
Friday
Mostly Sunny
52/24

Sunday
Mostly Sunny

Saturday
Sunny
57/32

Monday

41/43
Showers
56/44

MARKET WATCH
A«tfdOMonWadna«%F* 25 2004

DOW JONES
+ 31.19

AMEX

dose: 10597.56

close 1238.00

NASDAQ

SAP 500

+ 12.20

+ 3.71

close: 2017.64

close 1142 80

+ 5.92

Honey is the only food
that does not spoil.
Honey found in the tombs of
Egyptian pharaohs has been tasted by
archaeologists and found edible.

CONTACT INFORMATION
The Breeze is puDkahad Monday and Thursday mornings and distributed
jvoughout Jam»t MaAaon University and the local Hamtonburg community
Comments and comptanti mould c* addressed lo Draw WiMori editor
Section poone number*
Stye «8-3151
News xM689
■M041
OpinlorvT-ocus «S-3846
Sports xB-6709
Pnoto/GrapNci «MM9

The Breeze
G1 Anthony Seeger Hall
MSC6805
Jamee Madison University
Harmonburg, VVrjna 22807
Pttona: (540) 568-6127 Fax: (5401 568-67J6
E-MaU address: tne_(ywrefifrnuedu
Breeze Net: http //wmtthebreeze org
Bookkeeper
Susan SMIM

Receptionist
Ranee McChesney

PUMaaaon Coordinator
Ton Marling

Harrisonburg Baptist Church
Come to our Church wide 50s Sockhop Party
Saturday. February 28 at 6:30pm
Danctaf to 50* Musk, HulavHoopI !onM*t, Buhrilr-Ciiim BlowingCoDUM
Cc4toa Cindy, Popcorn, ll.ui.
I >ress in SO'* ltiirt- and join the fun!
Call the church it \."i need ■ ride - we'll get you there and back!
Sundae School - Sunday* at 9:45 am
Worslui Sarvki
Sunday! at 11:00am
Wednevln I tinner & Bible Study ar 5:10 pm
501 South Main Street • 2 blocks north of campus
- www.harriMinhurnkiptist.i.iim * Transportation available • 4)3-2456

University Eyecare
Dr. Franklin A. Cerrone,

In other matters, campus police
report the following:
Property Damage
A JMU student reported that the
front glass of a vending machine
was broken in Wampler Hall
Feb. 21 at 1:58 a.m. No items
were removed.
The rear window of a car was
broken in C4 Lot Feb. 21 at
3:57 p.m.
A wall-mounted soap dispenser
was torn from a wall in Dingledine
Hall FPO 23 Liquid soap was on
the floor and on some washing
machines. A fire exit sign also was
torn from the wall

MISSION

ADVERTISING STAFF

The Breeze, the
student-run newspaper
ot Jamas Madison
University, serves student and faculty readerst* 0y reporting
news involving the
campus and local
community. The
Breeze strtvus lo be
impartial and fair in its
reporting and firmly
believes in Its First
Amendment rights

Ad» Manager
Lauren Kmetelu
Asttetanl Ads
Manager
Matt Lastnet
Ad Executives:
Knsten Egan
Sieve Doherty
Ryan Fagan
Elizabeth Hamner
Jonathan Rojas

Classified*
Manager
B'.IM

Mil s

Ad Designers:
Beverty Kitchens
UM Marietta
Joan Massaro
James Matareee
Jess Woodward

Petty Larceny
A JMU student reported the larceny of a ceH phone from an unsecured cubby hole in UREC Feb.
21 between noon and 1 30 p.m.
Keg Violation
Non-student William S. Stckley,
19. of Harrisonburg, was charged
with a keg violation in Hanson Hall
Feb. 21 al 12:38 a.m.
Number of drunk m public charges
since Aug. 25:64

CLASSIFIEDS
■ How to place a classified: Come to
The Breeze office weekdays between
8am and5pm
■ Cost $3 00 tor the first 10 words. $2
for each addiUona. 10 words; boxed
cW sealed. $10 per column inch
■ Deadlines noon Friday lor Monday
issue, noon Tuesday for Thursday issue
■ Classifieds must be pad m advance
m The Breeze office.

JAMES MCHONE
antique

jewelry

"WfunjMll bugs its engagement Tings."
75 Court Square, Jiarrisonburg
CHfict to liankJ)jAmerica)
433-1833

K. RT Computer Systems
-y\

P.P.

• Comprehensive Eye Exams • Treatment & Management ot Eye Disease
• Contact Lens Evaluations • Retractive Laser Surgery Management
Walk-ins Welcome
10% Discount on professional service and eyewear
to JMU students & faculty with JAC card

Hours:
Mon & Fri 9 - 6

Located next to Wal-Mart
in Harrisonburg Crossing
(540) 433-7341

The front glass of a vending
machine was broken and 16 items
were taken in Wilson Hall Fob 22
at 2:58 am

Grand Larceny
An unknown person removed a
vacuum cleaner from the Medical
Arts Complex between Nov. 8 and
Nov. 17,2003.

mining events to the

»t DAYS Event* Calendar
Today

POLICE LOG
BY LAUREN MCKAY

JMU athletics halftime show
Alaska Action Week
Teacher recruitment day

"Anything Goes" review
Zkjgy Martey review
Ross Copperman
and friends review
All things literary

THURSDAY. FEB.

T - Th 9 - 5
Sat 9 - 3

Con

o Low Price - Quality Brands BBHHBH
o Expert Advice
o Expert Upgrades & Repairs
Desktops • Notebooks • Printers • Monitors • Scanners • Parts
540-442-7335

In Kroger Shopping Center

Hours: Mon-Sat. 9am to 7pm

Beside Plan 9 Music

Tonight at

[hink you may be

pregnant?
HARRISONBURG

Pregnancy Center

l"»
LIVE

0

Come check out the

FREE AND CONFIDENTIAL PREGNANCY TESTS

Call 434-7528

Dance Party
from 10pm until 2am

caii 801.02211. ir more information
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The greatest show on earth

KBttS

JMU sports marketing spends time
and money to bring diverse halftime performances.

"I think this is the most pristine wilderness we
have, and it is damaged by logging and drilling."
JOE CIARALLO

senior

AROUND

Senior named Virginia*
Student Nurse of the Year
Senior Stephanie Jenkins
was honored as Virginia's
Student Nurse of the Year at
the 52nd Annual Virginia
Nursing Students Association
Convention last weekend,
Feb. 20 and 21, in the College
Center Grand Ballroom.
In addition, four JMU students were elected to the
VNSA board of directors —
senior Haley Phillips and
juniors
Pam
Weirich,
Christina
Russell
and
Amanda Stroud. The tour
will represent JMU at the
state level and will represent
Virginia at the national convention in March.
JMU took four of the five
major awards at the convention including Most Active
Constituent

Students needed to
particpate in survey
The Office of Substance
Abuse Research randomly
selected 1,000 students for
participation in the Core
Alcohol and Drug Survey.
Students were contacted by
e-mail Feb. 18, and the survey is voluntary.
The survey is available
until March 1. Those who
complete the survev may
enter a cash drawing for $100.
The Office of Substance
Abuse Research collects data
on student alcohol and drug
perceptions and use.
The benefits of this survey
are a compilation of accurate
data specific to JMU students.
For more information on
the survey, contact Jeanne
Martino-McAllister at martinjm or xS-7097.

Court Square Theater
hosts variety of shows
HARRISONBURG
—
TheCourt SquareThr.ihT will
be holding an improvisational
comedy show tomorrow.
The Second City will perform at 7 p.m. at the theater,
which is located in downtown Harrisonburg.
Tickets are on sale now
and are $19 lor adults. $17
for seniors and $12 for students at the door.
If tickets are purchased in
advance, they are $2 cheaper. Tickets can be purchased
at the Court Square Theater
Box Office.
Saturday's Eileen Ivors and
Immigrants already has sold
out. These tickets were $25.
For more information on
upcoming everts as well as
ticket info, visit the theaters
Web site at www.courtsquartlhniter.com.

mm
Perm State dance marathon

rtU
STATE COLLEGE, Pa.,
(Knight Ridder Tribune) —
Fortv-oight hours Liter
three days full of baby powder, sweat, aching feet and a
lot of determination — the
702 dancers at this year's
annual Pennsylvania State
University''s interfraternity
Coun«il/l'anhellenic Dance
Marathon got to relax.
This year's effort pulled in
$3,547,715.4* for the lour
Diamonds
Fund,
the
marathon's sole charity, and
created a lot of memories for
participators and visitors alike.
1
I shed a few tears this
weekend," said Charles
Millard, founder of the Four
Diamonds Fund, which benefits families and sufferers of
pediatric cancer.
Though the total was
about $50,000 less than last
year's effort, event chairman Adam Duff said the
"Thou" wasn't about topping the year before — it
was about the dancers giving their all and every cent
possible to find a cure.

JAMS HI H ( I IMNhVoWn/IMlllK

Sophomores Megan Wortj, sitting left, and Lindsay Owens, sitting right, present Information to students to get them Involved In the Alaska Action Week.

Students lobby for preserving Alaska
BY TONI DUNCAN

news editor
While Alaska is on the opposite
coast of the United States, JMU students should be concerned with the
drilling and logging processes there,
according to students involved in
Alaska Action Week.
Alaska Action Week is from Feb. 23
to 27 and is a national campaign of lobbying, with a central focus on
Washington, DC. The campaign uses
letter writing, phone calling and
protests to show senators that they need
to pass legislation promoting saving
Alaska's wildlife preserves
"We are attempting to collect letters
to send to Sen. [John] Warner to persuade him to support bill Senate Bill No.
0543, which would place the land in the
(Arctic National Wildlife Refuge] under

permanent protection," sophomore
Megan Wertz said.
Wertz is part of a group of students
who took on this project for their school
of communication studies class.
"I have been concerned about... the
environment and wildlife, so I thought
[ANWR| would be a good topic to work
on," Wertz said.
This SCOM class set up an information table filled with fliers and booldets
of information about Alaska Action
Week on the commons Monday. It also
gave sample letters to students so they
can write their own to Warner, urging
him to use his job position to help sac ■
Alaska's wildlife pa-serves
"Over 60 percent of our protected
land is in Alaska," said senior ]oe
Ciarallo, who is part of the Alaska
Action Week group. "1 think this is the
most pristine wilderness we hav,e and it

is damaged by logging and drilling.
"These are protected lands with
resources that are not |ust for Alaskans,
but for all Americans," he added.
Junior Melanie Parker agreed
that students should want to protect the land because it is theirs.
"The land we are trying to protect
is [America's] land ... everyone has
a say of what happens to it
There are various reasons why
people are lobbying to save
Alaska's preserves.
The land also is home to the
Gwich'in tribe. This tribe depends on
the herds of caribou to survive, acecording to Wertz However, these
caribou are starting to get wiped out
and. thus, the Gwich'in tribe is beginning to disappear.
In addition to helping the C Iwich'in
tribe, the Alaska Wilderness League is

Students discover teaching
jobs, more opportunities
Almost 70
schools
represented

We need middle
and high
school teachers...
—Bernette Johnson

coordinator of secondary stafTing for
Richmond Public Schtnh

5?
I Ins is also a good time to
explore your options if you're a
junior or a senior who won't be
graduating because of the
r] master's program,"
Hakala said. "Students can talk
to sthooji and gather information. Some school systems

Sports marketing
brings creative
halftime shows
staff writer

staff writer

-44

I eague Web site.

BY KERKI SAMPLE

BY STEPHANIE STRAINS

Over 200 education students
made the long trek from Roop
Hall to the College Center
(.rind Ballroom Monday for
Teacher Recruitment Day.
Nearly 70 school systems
were represented, ranging
from a handful of North
Carolina and Maryland
counties to almost 60
Virginia counties, cities and
schools, as well as a diocese
and a representative from
the Virginia Department of
Correctional Education.
Teacher Recruitment Day
primarily targeted graduating
senior education students.
according to Tracy Hakala, an
academic and career adviser
and coordinator of the event.

trying to preserve the rain forest and
wildlands, according to the Alaska
Wilderness League Web site,
wuivuiltiskmvihi.org. There arc many difrerent species of plants and animals it
wants to keep thriving.
While this is a large project, students
can help change the current conditions.
The letters and lobbying can make a difference, C i.irallo said.
"Students here don't realize how
much persuasion |they] can have,"
Ciaralki said. "We should exorcise our
democratic right and vote [for changes]."
There will be a presentation from
the Alaska Wilderness League
March 30 at 7:30 p.m. in the College
c enter Grand Ballroom
For more information or to write a
letter to a senator, contact Wertz at
wertzme. or visit the Alaska Wilderness

NATASHA t APTlK/uufTpA.a.'irnfA"
Senior Amy Hutfcleeton talks wtth Jack Palmer, human resources
coordinator of Hampton Crty Schools, about Job opportunities.

remember candidates the follow in); year because they were
impressed with their skills."
Students picked up literature, talked with schcxil represeni.itiVes ,in.l Ml up interMews ih.it UK* place later in
the afterncxm
"At these recruitment fairs,
we give candidates a hishiry of
our vhcxil system, do an initial
screening and gin- our rccommendations to the human
resource department," said
rs.ithy Blanche, specialist in
early childhood education for
Charles County Public Schools
in Maryjand
"We anticipate 250 openings," Blanche added. "Our
staff is increasing as we open
new schools and develop new
programs as a part of No
Child Left Behind," she said,

reform plan.
Although some school systems w.int to increase the number of faculty members, there is
"more demand than supply" of
teachers, according to Hakala.
Many recruiters emphasized the shortage of math,
science and special education teachers SODM school
systems offered a bonus of
up to $1,500 for teachers to
till these positions
"We need middle and
high school teachers for
these
subjects,"
said
Bernette Johnson, coordinator of secondary staffing for
Richmond Public Schools.
"Most teachers specialize in
early childhood education,
so we're always looking for
candidates to teach math
and science courses at the

in reference to President
(ieorge W. Bush's education

see TEACHERS, page 4

Ranging from national
acts to local under the en
of-12 sports teams, JMU's
sports marketing department
works diligently to provide
diverse halftime -how.
Athletics marketing is
given an annual budget to
use on all nl'the spoils teams
at JMU. according to Brad
Kdmondson, who is in JMU
promotions and in ch.iiy.t or
biKiking events.
While
men's
and
women's basketball takes
most of the budgeted halftime money with their
shows, money also goes Ui
pregame activities at hxtthall
DJMI and eiilert.unnient lor
men's and women's soccer
and baseball
"I call around the nation
to find acts (with which|
other schools have had suecess," Fdmondson said.
After working with the
magic group Quick Change,
which Edmondson called .i
magical transformation
group"
at
Auburn
University, he decided to
bring the talent to JMU
Quick Change, which eras
ranked the No. 1 halftime act
in the country by the National
Basketball Association and
National College Athletic
Association, came to both tin1
men's and women's basketball games the weekend ol
Jan. 28 and 29
Fdmondson hopes that if
a crowd likes an act, tlie.mcli
ence will be inclined to
return the following game to
see them again
After finding talent,
Fdmondson draws up .ontracts that guarantee both the

entertainment's talents and
performance time at JMU.
"We contract national acts
like Quick Change and the
Extreme Team Dunkers,
|which is] first because we
have to work with their
Schedule,* Fdmondson said.
Athletics marketing then
recruits groups that have a
fairly heavy schedule, trying
to see it they can perform at
one of the games.
After sports marketing
works with larger organizations, they look to local
• under-12 sports teams and
promotional deals to fill the
halftime skit

44/ call all around
the nation to
find acts
—Brad Edmondson
JMU promotions
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Edmondson ■ duties
don't end with getting
the entertainment
to
come to Harrisonburg.
It needed, we are responsible for setting up the entertainment in a hotel and (we]
provide their transportation,
which we sometimes share
with oilier schools nearby
who also schedule the act,"
Fdmondson said. "We don't
have to deal with riders,
(clauses in contracts requiring
particular wanted foods and
see SHOWS, page 4
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TEACHERS:
Jobs offered

SHOWS: Performers
display creative talents

TEACHERS, from page 3
secondary education level."
Because new teacher* might not know
what to expect in the classnx>m, school?*
also offered mentoring programs.
Fairfax County Public Schools has a
program called Great Beginnings,
which provides support directly at the
school site for all teachers new to FCPS,
according to Kathy Bruce, assistant
principal of Bonnie Brae Elementary. It
is like a mentoring program.
Teacher Recruitment Day is beneficial to both recruiters and teacher candidates, according to Bruce. "We like
it because we can interview a lot of
potential teachers, but it also provides
good opportunities for the candidates. There are a wide variety of
school systems present today, so students can explore unfamiliar options
and not just gravitate to what they
know," she added.
Senior Meredith Becker said, "The
recruiters were really friendly and
answered all my questions. The fair
had a lot of opportunities to offer."

SHOWS, from page 3
products) which is nice."
Athletics marketing also
works with the cheerleaders
and Duke Dog to coordinate a
full lulttime show. Since they
are sharing a limited amount
of time, he works with the
groups to allocate time limits.
Students tend to have their
favorite halftirne performances.
"The slam dunk team that
performed at halftirne at [the
Old Dominion University]
game was the best halftirne
show this year," senior Craig
Shackelford said. "But, I
think they should bring back
the 3-point shooting contest
at halftirne."
Recent halftirne shows
have worked to involve the
audience and students, giving
away prizes from places such
as Crutchfield and Papa
John's Pizza.
'The last basketball game I

went to, my friend won an
MP3 player by naming ■
Britney Spears song," senior
Sanjay Murty said. "I think it's
great when they involve the
students in the halftirne shows,
especially for prizes."
In the future, Edrnondson
hopes to get students more
involved. "Our goal is to get
more students at games —
they are what creates the
atmosphere," he
said.
"Students are going to see a lot
of things change. Games are
going to be a lot more exciting.
We are going to take halftirne
entertainment to a new level."
Edmonson promises an
exciting 2004-'05 football season.
"I can't say what we are
going to do next year (at
football games), but there
will be no excuses to not be
there," Edmonson said.
"It's going to be a totally
different atmosphere."

ASB: Students get excited
ASB, from page I
Dickinson said she takes
this time to volunteer
because, during the BChod
vr.ir, it's hard to balance
school, a job and other
actn ities, as well as volun
teering on her own.
"ASB provides a great
opportunity to focus solely on volunteer work, as
well as having a good
Imu." Dickinson said. "1
think it's great that for
one week, all these students can take a break
from schoolwork and
bumming around and do
something good for others and themselves."
Junior Lori Verma, who
is going with Dickinson to
Florida, said that when she
found out a spot opened
up in Jacksonville, she was
reallv excited.
'1 decided to take (the
Jacksonville spot] because
it will cover a wide range of
service
opportunities,"

Verma said. "I* I didn't go
on an ASB trip, I would not
be taking a vacation with
my family or friends — I'd
be lazy, sitting on the sofa
eating chips and watching
(television! all week
Senior Jennifer Switzer
ll leading a trip to
Okefenokee
National
Wildlife
Refuge
in
Folkston, Ga. The group
will be working in the back
country for a few days to
make miles of caixie trails
accessible for the community for a season.
"This swamp is a popular destination for people that want to spend
time in the outdoors, but
OVergDOWth in the canoe
trails over the off-season
makes the backcountry
inaccessible,"
Switzer
said. "Without volunteers
to clear the brush, many
people will be missing
out on a great opportunity to spend time in such a

beautiful area."
Switzer has been doing
ASB since her sophomore
year, and co-led a trip to
the Everglades to help out
with a restoration project.
"If 1 didn't take the
opportunity to go on a trip
like this when I'm in college, 1 may never have the
chance," Switzer said.
Junior Dana Koltenuk is
going on the Okefenokee
trip as well. Koltenuk said
that this trip is not like one
she really could ever experience at another time in
her life.
"1 wanted to do something different," Koltenuk
said. "I'm looking forward to getting out of my
comfort zone and trying
something I've never
done before.
"I think I'm nervous
about the snakes most
of all," Koltenuk said.
"They said the alligators are harmless."
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We have thousands of videos and DVDs
Free Membership! (Just bring your driver's license and JAC card)

Try RT's NEW Vinegar-Based

BBQ BABY BACK BIBB
Includes choice ol side item, dinner roll & butter

1/2 Rack ONLY $8.99
Full Rack ONLY $13.99
120 University Blvd.
Open 11 a.m. -8 p.m.
Monday-Saturday

Now Open Sunday 12-4 p.m.
Dine In or Carry Out

Rent one vij
get one FREE!:

Served from 4-8pm
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(540) 438-0080

I702 East Market Street
(Rt. 33 East, Next to the new Jess's Quick Lunch 2)
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Expand Your Knowledge.
Enhance Your Credentials. Earn
Your Master's At Hopkins!
Apply Today
Enhance your credentials and prepare
yourself for career success with a master's
degree from The Johns Hopkins University
Advanced Academic Programs. You will learn
from Johns Hopkins, government, and private
industry experts; experience small classes;
and select from a variety of applied and
theoretical courses.
MASTER'S DEGREES AND
CONCENTRATIONS
Biotechnology
Concentrations; Bioinformatics •
Biotechnology Enterprise • Molecular Targets
and Drug Discovery Technologies • Regulatory
Affairs
« nmmunirarinn in Contemporary
Society
Concentrations: Digital Libraries • Digital
Technologies • Film and Media • Political
Communication and Public Relations
fiowmmmt
Concentrations: Homeland Security ■ Law and
Justice • Political Communication
Writing
Concentrations: Fiction • Nonfiction • Poetry •
Science-Medical

' Offered (ointK with the VrUtta| Behool ol EngtaMcnai Part-time Program* in fciijoiieerina. and Applied Science
•" Offered jointly with the School of Professional Studies in Rusincas and Kducalion
(all 1.800.847.3330 or visit wwwjhu.edu/advanced.
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MTV: Ace, Mallory tell all FIRE: Check smoke detectors

MTV. from pagr I
you drinking and smoking."
Both Amerson and Snydcr said they
fell the producers did a good job fnllowing the story line. They said that there
were never any staged scenes
Amerson and Snyder parbdpaud in one of
MTV's new shows. 'The Inferno," which has
the casts mm "The Real VVbrld" and "Road
Rules" battk' it out in numerous challenges.
According to Amerson. everyone
that was on "The Inferno" was paid
$4,000 just for being there
Since starring on MTV's "The Inferno,"
Snyder has been traveling extensively and
modeling. She has applied to go to the

University of Illinois in the fall of 2004.
"My life has completely gone down a
new path," Snyder said. "I don't really
know what I want to do now."
After being kicked off "The Inferno"
early in the show, Amerson has been
working on opening a steak house and a
gym in Georgia, where is he from.
According to Amerson and Snyder,
they both gained a lot from being on "The
Real World Paris."
"After watching the show, I gained
a lot more confidence, and I learned
that in order to be happy with other
people, you have to be happy with
yourself," Snyder said.

FAIR: Students can 'try on a job'
FAIR, from page 1
important way for students to find
out if they like a field enough to pursue it after graduation, acccording to
Sirocky-Meck.
"Students essentially have an
opportunity to try on a job and see if it
fits," Sirocky-Meck said.

Morsch said. "In general, internships
are very helpful because they put students
ahead of the game in terms of knowing
what they want in a job."
Hor more information about the fair
or on how to prepare for an Intervitw,
visit the internship fair Web site at
umnv.jmu.edu/internfair.com.

FIRE, from page 1
throughout one of the stairwells
and dispersed of it somewhere
still unknown."
RAs do three duty tours each
night, according to Evans. On these
tours they make visual checks of all
fire safety equipment, including
pull stations and fire extinguishers.
Each summer, the Facilities
Management
staff
completes
sweeps of all halls to complete maintenance tasks and inspect all fire
safety equipment including smoke
detectors, according to Evans.
Students arc made aware of
these requirements once they
move into the residence hall. "My
staff members and I had a few
floor meetings at the beginning of
the year and went over all the fire
safety rules and regulations," said
junior Farrah Khan, hall director
of Shorts Hall. "We also try to
enforce them whenever we see
[students] around the hall. If there
are major issues that keep popping up, I will bring them up at
our staff meeting and let everyone

Love the Outdoors"?
Enjoy working with people*?
Need a summer job1?
Come check out camps from
all over the state at your
JMU CAMP FAIR!

know what they need to do.
"We check out the fire extinguishers on a weekly basis and
have our mandated fire drills
every semester." Khan added.
"The residents here are really good
about maintaining the policies and
don't give us any trouble."
Each hall has three fire drills per
semester that allow equipment tests
and students to practice evacuation
procedures, according to Evans.
Students vary in opinion on the
importance of these fire drills.
"I think that all the fire drills
aren't that necessary," freshman
Kara Dillon-Totty said. "If you
evacuated the building once, then
you don't need to do it four more
times. We get the gist."
Aikman said, "Fire drills are
helpful. They aren't so frequent
as to desensitize students to
their importance, but frequent
enough to keep the procedure
fresh in their minds,"
Aikman said RAs key into each
room to check for fire hazards during
fire drills. "If s important for residents

to respect these fire hazard rules,
especially since most don't regularly
check their smoke detectors. Fire safety is common sense," she added.
According to Evans, candles
are the No. 1 cause of fires in residence halls. She said well-meaning students, intending to make a
quick visit to a friend down the
hall, often stay an hour or more
away from their rtxtms.
"If a candle is left unattended
during this time, it can do great
damage," Evans said. "It is very
easy to forget that a candle is burning, or to place other items too close
to the flame and ignite them,"
"|The state fire marshallj has
indicated that we will need to make
some changes in our policies for
next year," she said. "He has asked
us to forbid extension cords, which
do not have circuit breakers.
According to the fire marshall,
extension cords arc frequently misused and are a common source of
fires. We will be changing this policy over the summer to be in accordance with his request."

March on

Washington, D.C.
in support of choice!
Come join us for a day full of fellowship and activism. You CAN make a difference.
Will you? Represent the Valley in the March for Women's Lives on April 25, 2004.
For more details, contact valleymarchOhotmail.com and find out how you can take
part in this historical eventl

CMia<JNTICE-ACCESS-IKJU.TI

Representatives from about 20 camps will be attending!

Thursday, February 26,10 a.m. - 3 pjn.
Transitions (1st Floor, Warren Hall)
for more information, contact Kathleen at 432-9613
or haineskb@jmu.edu

c; 2003 Feminist Majority. NARAL
Pro-Choice America, National
Organization for Women, Planned
Parenthood Federation of America

Mister Chips is giving away
a complete vacationl Buy
pack of Aquafina to get your entry form. pure
TDUJava City proudly presents to you...FONDUE
Delicious, warm, Chocolate or Caramel fondue with
strawberries, marshmallows, pretzels, brownies, pound cake and
bananas to dip. Available from Noon until closing.
Mon. thru Thurs. at PC Dukes from 3-5...

Chef Series Demnstratioi diking
See a culinary artist conjure up a meal
right before your eyes
Every Day is a New Dish!
Great for take out!

£^/fr/$£
Substitute a salad for fries in the combo
meal, and request "No Bun" for any
Grille Works sandwich at The Festival.

If you use your Dining Dollars consistently,
here's where your balance should be at the
end of this week (February 27)...

19 Plan -$78
14 Plan ■.$141
11 Plan ■-$234
3 Plan ■-$78

fttmemktht THon ir Lose mil!
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It is time we stood up to fight for our future. It
is time we asked politicians to look beyond the
next election cycle to the future of Virginia.
LEVARSTONEY

Student Body President
SMMtoMMM

OPINION

Many of the offices in each resident
hall have a dowel rod readily available for students to use. They can use
it to reach the button on the smoke
detector to properly test it.
$M

bout* editorial Mow

■ Breeze Reader's View
HOUSE

Higher education
budget affects all
LevarStoney
In recent years, college presidents have tried to convince
Virginians that the undcrfunding of our institutions would
reach chronic levels. I am not
sun? whether no one was listening or no one cared, but, as
Student Body President, I've listened and I've cared.
The staffs o! the money committees released estimates Jan. 8 on
the financial need in higher education. Based on a model the General
Assembly of Virginia created and
adopted, the commonwealth estimates that JMU receives $302 million below base adequacy.
Reaching the goal of base adequacy will not make JMU a "wellfunded'' institution. It will keep
us at the average level of funding
that our peers have — it will stop
us from slipping further behind.

-6.
... we now rank 40th
for in-state support for
higher
er education
— Levar Stoney

Student Boch President
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What does this underfunding
mean to students at JMU and
around the commonwealth? It
means that classes amtinue to get
larger, to the point that we routinely have students sitting on the
floor and violating fire codes with
overcrowded classrooms.
It means that the best professors at our universities flee to
public universities in other states.
It means that students struggk' to
find enough available credits to
remain enroOed full-time or others take five years to get a fouryear degree. Worst of all, as the
state continues to fail to meet its
promise to higher education,
tuition is forced up. V* have seen
record increases of 20 percent
over the last two years, which
puts the burden of the state's
unkept promise onto the backs of
working students and middle
class families.
This year, we have an opportunity. Proposals have been
brought forward by Gov. Mark
Warner and by Sen. John H.
Chichester (R-Stafford) to
increase funding for higher education. These are not proposals to
expand government services
with new programs and new ini-

tiatives. Thesi' pn>pi>sals invest in
higher education to make sure
that educational quality doa not
slip further behind
Education is the only core
service that pays for itself. We students are not calling for an
increase in spending. I an- calling
for an investment in education —
an investment in our future. The
students at JMU have suffered the
brunt of the economic downturn
and budget cutbacks of the in ent
years. We have been cornered
between decreasing quality of
services and rapidly increasing
costs. Students are the only group
of Virginians in recent years who
have had to pay more for less.
It is time we stood up to fight
for our future. It is time we Nfaad
politicians to look beyond the next
election cycle to the future of
Virginia. And, let the students be
clear, that future currently is learning at these institutions we are so
drastically failing to support.
While students continue to
subsidize a failing state budget,
legislators question whether
increased investment is needed.
Some may say that we still can cut
our way to a balanced fiscal position. I would ivmind many of
those that the last three years of
cuts have forced these unpn'cedented increases in tuition. Those
who want to keep cutting either
must believe tuition should rise or
that higher education is not vital
to Virginia's future. I hope supporters of Virginia's future will
start asking their legislators
which answer they believe.
Our colleges in Virginia have
suffered the third largest cut of
any system in the country, and we
now rank 40th for in-state support for higher education. That
places us below Alabama,
Mississippi and West Virginia.
Does this seem like a wise move
for our future?
m 1981, the stall' contributed
over TO percent of costs of education — now the state is struggling
to meeting 45 percent. The difference does not magically disappear. It is forced onto the back of
students through tuition increases. The debate in Richmond is no
longer an issue of boom yeais or
down years, of dot com or dot
bomb, of tax increases or tax cuts
— if s an issue of priorities Are
we willing to continue to pass
today's deficits in funding onto
tomorrow's leaders?
Levar M. Stoney is the Student
Body President at IMU and a member of the Virginia 21 staring committee. For more information on
Virginia 21 Disil wwwvirginia21.org.

EDITORIAL

Checking fire detectors not student priority
About 5,000 people are killed
each year in the United States in
residenti.il tires, according to the
Virginia Department of Fire
Programs. Installing and consistently checking a smoke detector
is one of the most effective means
of minimizing death, injury' and
property damage.
Since 1973, there has been 45
fatal fires nationally in campus controlled residences — responsible for
the death of 73 people, according to
the Oct. 2002 issue of Creighton
University's Environmental Health
and Saftey Newsletter
At JMU, the Office of Residence
Life asks students to check the fire
detectors in their rooms on a periodic
basis. This procedure is in accordance
with the VDFP, which urges that all
fire detectors be checked monthly, and
new batteries be installed once a year.
ORL expects students to fulfill the
inspection duty, and believes it is the
students' responsibility as capable
adults This is an incredible case of the
administration shirking its responsibilities. Resident Advisers are well

aware that students are not making
these important routine checks.
The chances of a person dying in a
home fire are cut in half when a
working fire alarm is present, according to the National Fire Protection
Association cited on the Frederick
County Fire Marshall's Web site at
uww.co.frederick.va.us.
This is an important issue because
it saves lives and promotes safety.
Some residence halls feature complaint sheets, where residents can list
any problems they experience with
their fire detectors.
Many of the offices in each residence hall have a dowel rod readily
available for students. They can use it
to reach the button on the smoke
detector to properly ti-r-t it
It is ridiculous to expect students to be so vigilant as to take it
upon themselves to administer
these tests. Students, in general,
are very nonchalant about many
issues. They feel safe — protected
from the real world concerns that
affect the average community.
Students are not concerned with

the possibility of a fire. They feel
immunity from such an event,
shielded in many dorms by thick
cinder block walls, and view the
occurrence as implausible.
Changes are being made for the
next year, coming at the insistence of
a new state fire marshalL Some of
these changes include having the
RAs check the smoke detectors three
times each semester. In the past, such
a procedure was viewed by ORL as
an invasion of the student's privacy.
Why has this been designated
as taboo for so long? Routinely,
RAs key into rooms during fire
drills to check for fire hazards and
other contraband. If this is not
viewed as an invasion of privacy,
how can checking a smoke detector classified as such. The RA even
could incorporate a smoke detector test into the regular fire
drill/key-in routine.
It is encouraging to hear that
ORL finally will be forced to step
up to the responsibility of its official duty to include proper fire
safety practices.
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Pat...

Dart..

Pat...

A "fin.illv-lli.ink-you" pat to the downtown business!-, with IMU IXikes flags that
an* offering discounts for local students.
From a Kaior who hts rafted four put hi
m mffort for Hie people who unma money
here, instead ot selling rn<al iimiirsities"othool
supplies like a certain national, lam.
An "I-hope-you-cut-yoursi4f-;in-the-RLiss"
dart to the person who shattered our dorm's
food vending machine Friday night
Sent in fry a group Of retuktltl who HOW
will be farced temporarily to visit nearby
hall' when the food i raving! Ml
A "thanks-for-playing-alonn" F>at to the
I vit 249 boys who let us have a 2C-minute
intense Cain tight in their house.
; nom a girl who enjoyed t leaning with you
the next day hist n~ much as mating the mess
the night before.

I)»«r readers.
I would like to thank you lor the e-mails concerning
one "t the Juris in Monday's: issue of The Breeze lo
"middle class while people in general." You are not alone
in questioning the dart thai ran. I mm you thai Mtpi
have been taken lo make sure the problem will noi accM
again.
I nlortunalely. it was a problem thai slipped Ihrough Ihe
cracks. There is no doubl the disciiiiiinaior\ phmM should
have been remme.1 However it waan'L I hope you accept

Dart...

Pat...

Dart...

A "way-to-pick-the-wrong-prey" dart
to my house's dog for attacking a skunk
Saturday morning and causing the whole
house to smell.
From a dog-loving junior who just wishes
this dog had a little more common MOM

A cheers' pat to a certain junior girl
who didn't real™ that she was on the roof
.'I RocJdnghun Memorial Hospital and
not -..itelv .it home asleep in her bed.
From someone who can relate to other people finding themselves in strange places.
A "you-jpve-JMU-boys-a-bad-namc" dart
to the guy, who, at a party, walked away from
.nir innocent conversation because I wouldn't
make out with him.
f nmi a girl who uus reminded why the avoided certain types of people.

my penonal apology for this mistake.
I. myself, am a member of the while middle class thai the dan
laigded. However. I did not lake offense lo ii became I led ii so
ridiculous thai no one should take il seriously Ycl, | mUi/r thai is
not ihe case for everyone on this campus.
Again. I apologize for the mistake and I assure you such
on incidcnl will not take place in Ihe fulurc.
Drew Wilson
editor in chief
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"Purdue No. 2
because ofthe lovely
aroma of fresh
pout',

Lindsay Jaworskl

Cheryl Hall

freshman, art

junior, management
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"Yankee
University
because the
North has taken
over /'ii" South "

SiS&flT
CAROLYN WALSER/ oniMtulpif phmotnvhri
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"Madison
University because
it will attract more
guys and its more
catchy."

Kim Grochala

Emily Pnritz

junior, int'l business/ Spanish

freshman, graphic design

If you were to rename JMU, what would you call it?
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Use character as
basis for judgment,
not economic status
Dear Editor.
Sometimes you have to
censor what write or print.
But since the writer and TV
Breeze did not, they both will
have to endure the backlash of
the "scumsucking low!
In Monday's "Darts &

Pats." a self-prodaimed uppermiddle class person decided
to send a dart to all middle
class white people — and for
no apparent reason.
I don't know who you are,
or how you were raised, but
that statement was groundless, uncalled for and downright ignorant.
.
I happen to be a middle class
white person, bom and raised in

the Maryland suburbs of
Washington, DC. There, I
learned acceptance and friendship with people of many different races, ethnic origins and
socioeconomic backgrounds.
You cannot judge someone by
the way he or she looks, the color
of his or her skin or the situation
in which he or she were brought
up. These are things that no one
can control. They also have no

Hemp Supplies

Spring Break is just
around the corner.

■&
^

Check out our new

SARONGS

(they make great BEACH WEAR!)

:TH

r *

and BODY JEWELRY,

Hours Wed-Sat 11-6
Tapestries

•

bearing on the content of character — the only thing on which a
person ever should be judged.
1 have worked for everything that I have ever gotten.
Nothing has ever been handed to me, like it so obviously
has been for you — unless you
count the hand-me-d >
a struggling middle class family |ust trying to make it in this
world. I'm not saying that all

upper-middle dan children
have had the world handed to
them, but by putting yourself
on a narcissistic pedestal such
as you have, to be disgusted
with any person you deem to
be "lower" than you on your
own self-declared hierarchy of
the social system, you are cutting off your opportunities to
be exposed and influenced by
many, many people. I am dis-

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE
A FAT CAT TO SHOP HERE!
H«|t selection sf nw mi u»4 Cat * OVOs • Cnh lor your
•M Cast DVDs! • Limn bitort you buy! • Frta special otasra!
Lais of Imparts. Mias ut* fcard-to IMl • Mask accessorial & moral
NEW ft USED CDs • IPs VINYL • CASSETTES
DVD • VHS • BOOKS • CASH FOR YOUR MUSK!

434-9999
KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St.

Drums

gusted and appalled by people who think they can't associate themselves with those
who they think aren't as good
as themselves, for any reason.
Your
ignorance
and
unfounded hatred toward
others will only breed intolerance, for you, your children,
and the people around you.
Chris Kaminsky
senior CIS Major

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC

MI

WHAT A RECORD
STORE SHOULD BE!
wwmpkntnssai.icw

•Ashby
Crossing

C. Larry Whitten. MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson, III, MD
Herbert E. Bing, MD MichaelJ. Botticelli, MD Jason K. Gentry, MD
Maribeth P. Loynes. MD Sherry L. Mongold, FNP
Are pleased to announce

Maribeth P. Loynes, MD
Hat joined their practice ofObttetrlci and Gynecology
2291 Evelyn Byrd Ave.
Harrisonburg, VA

We did not sign for
an apt. soon enough.

(640)434-3831
(800)546-3348

Accepting New Patients

Oh my Gosh.' What
are we going to do?

Quiznos
Where JMU goes for Subs
"HI. f overheard your conversation, and
wanted to tell you that Ashby Crossing
slid has apts. available. Vou can go to
the Ashby office and sign for an apt. on
the tpotl''

Free Reg. Soda

■ with purchase of any sandwich
With this coupon, Exp. 3/5/04
| One per Coupon per person per visit. Not Valid with
any other offer.
I

And there is NO waiting List!

JAC CARDS ACCEPTED
I
Beside Harrisonburg Crossing. 540-432-1302 a

GET READY FOR SPRING BREAK AT.,

I Ion Aihoy'

pa

&
•

WGAUUJ

• ManicMAe.

• facial*

• Pedicure

• MaMapl

.

Vou are Guaranteed an Apt. that day!
So call Ashby Crossing Today.'
Their number is 432-1001.
They are still waiving security deposits.'

MaAmmU

• BodylOiapi

L.r i fo noirf

510£.MGAUBL

540.564.1925
SPECIAL: SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT TOR ANY SEN ICE
HI I OKI SPRING BREAK AND RECEIVE A $2.00 DISCOUNT ON
VOL'R NEXT RETURN VISIT.

1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg. VA 22801

432-1001
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CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
t

kdqf - IlirtWay (Feb. 26). The "scientific method" is just a tool that you can use when muses aren't whispering
in your ear. Trust the latter above the former. Your greatest discoveries this ywr come along uncharted paths

Aries March 21-April 19
mg Today is a 7 - Is money burning a hole in
^baf your pocket? Are you giving too much
J^ff away? If it's for a good cause, use this as an
excuse to take tin an extra job. The more
powerful you become, the more is requested
of you. And it's fun

Taurus April 20-May 20
^^i Today is an 8 - You feel pressed by some
«M promises made in the past Take care of
6TW thosi- obligations early so that you'll have
lime to play with your friends.

16

^^k Today is a 5 - You may have to stop and
™f^f^ think before you speak, and that'.s a good
y XV thing. Consider the listener's perspective
carefully, and watch him or her for clues.

Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is a 7 - Someone you care deeply about
is still being slightly aloof. It won't do any
' good to grovel. You're more attractive when
you stay busy. Assist one who appreciates

Leo July 23-Aug. 22
Today is a 6 - Concerns about money
^^^) dampen your naturally cheerful attitude
^^^, for a while. This is a temporary condition,
and it's good for you C oncentrafe on
making dough.

Today is a 5 - Keep costs down. The challenge is to use your talent instead of your
nvfclSJft You're inventing most of what you
need anyway, so why not just invent it all?
Use things you have around the house.

n

Virgo Aug. 23-Sepl. 22
* %^
T^^nT
^&M
^^^

Today is an 8 - If you follow your heart,
you'll wind up miles away from when1 wu
!*-gan 'nun (iin-^ity is liable to lead you
far off the beaten path. Better pack a lunch.

^L.
Today is a 9 - You learn best when you
^fr have -> K»HX. tutor, .1 person you can trust
^*^ to lead vou ,n the right direction and ask
the tough questions, making you think.
Luckily, you now have such a tutor
Tribune Media Services
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What eats rocks, levels
mountains, rusts metal.
pushes the clouds
across the sky, and can
make a young man old?
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Answer to last issue's "ddle
One is stocking his mind, the
other is minding his stock.
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Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19

ML

13

9

"

, Today is a 6 - Focus on the task in front of
-J&l you. and don't let yourself get distracted,
^^ajtr Pour yourself into your bed tonight,
exhausted but satisfied.

Solutions to Last Issues Puzzle

KiniM.i of the Day

m

•0

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Pisces Feb. 19-March20

'

12

6

36

y • J Today is an 8 - Your communication skills
have just gone up a notch. You'll notice
that the words will come quite easily for
the next couple of weeks, especially where
loved ones are concerned.

Today is a 5 - There's more of value in
your own back yard than you may have
imagined. Improvements there will bring
comfort in unexpected ways.

/
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Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Aquarius Jan 20-Feb. 18

'■

16

30

^^ Today is a 6 - Youll find it easier to absorb
"yjj\ . new material over the next several weeks.
PJ^w" t*'1 books on, or take a class on, whatever
has been giving you fits.
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Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

47

Gemini May 21-June 21
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56
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58

60

VI

62

63

ACROSS
1 Permanently
8 Superlatively
skimpy
15 Middle of
the road
16 Banquet VIP
17 Modifies
18 Pyrenees
republic
19 Med. scans
20 Orwell's year
22 Guitar is!
Atkins
23 Fruit beverage
24 Blighted trees
25 Ayres and
Wallace
26 Come back in
30 Abu Dhabi,
Dubai et al.
31 TV adjunct
32 Common
conjunctions
33 One Gabor
36 Yow, it's cold I
37 Gotcha!
38
mitzvah
39 Poetic
contraction
40 '60s campus
org.
41 Butterfly snare

42 WSW opp.
43" Haw"
44 Besets
46 Kitchen fixture
47 Guevara
and others
50 Sgt.'s
underling
51 Toddlers
52 Grade-B
Western
56 Upolu Island
city
57 French streetscenes painter
58 Venetian or
Florentine
60 Of the tongue
61 New nation?
62 Damascus
populace
63 "Lou Grant"
star

■

59

DOWN
1 MLB training
teams
2 Learned by
eavesdropping
3 Critics
4 Quantities of
ground grain
5 PAU's
successor
6 Certain pointed
entryways
7 Very necessary
things
8 Persian ruler
9 French bridge
10 Warhol or
Williams
11 Man with
shingles?
12 Actor Flynn
13 Blood
component
14 Crocodile
21 Thousand
bucks
27 International
award
28 Interpreted
29 In
(existing): Lat.
31 Moving
vehicles

33 Haile Selassie,
e.g.
34 Capital of
Laos
35 Writer
Solzhenitsyn
44 Birthplace of
St. Francis
45 Rocks for a
fence?
46 Stable
compartments
47 Gulps
48 Very actively
49 Mistake
53 Actress
Lanchester
54 Heroine of
"The Good
Earth"
55 D.C.
old-timers
59 Drivers' org.
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Limited Space is available
so hurry to SunChase today!
Need somefh/ng riglif away? AsIc about
our Immediate Availability lisf.
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Members of local group work
to rescue homeless cats in Harrisonburg area
Story and photos by senior writer and photo editor Kristy Nicolich

T

he homeless population of Harrisonburg
appears to be growing exponentially
^L. each year. If nothing is done to all,
the problem, by 2010, it easily could reach one million in Harrisonburg alone. One may wonder why
the city hasn't made a larger attempt to resolve tin.
issue The answer is because these homeless are not
people — they are stray cats.
According to the Feral Cat Coalition of San
Francisco, a pair of breeding cats — which
can have two or more litters per year — has
the potential to pr.
120.000 offspring in seven years. While the liKal government may not have noticed tit
Pat Rossi of Dayton did. She decided to create
Cat's Cradle, an organization that aims to control
the homeless cat population of the Valley
humanely and without euthanasia — primarily by
trying to find the animals homes.
Caf s Cradle's director. Suzanne Auckerman, said
she joined the organization because of their determination to keep the population of homeless cats down
through methods other than euthanasia. "1 line
refused to align myself with an organization that euthanizes adoptable animals," she said. "1 do not fault the
people that do it. I understand why it is done." But,
Auckerman feels that there an? alternatives.
Cat's Cradle was founded in 1998 "as a result of
one woman's desire to end the neglect, abuse and
euthanasia of helpless cats," according to the Caf s
Cradle V\kb site, wwu\catscradlcvirginia.com.
Their mission is "to provide no-kill alternatives
to feral, stray and homeless cats across the
Shenandoah Valley," according to the Web site.
Contrary to the euthanasia practices of the Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, Cat's
Cradle uses what Rossi believes to be a better, more
compassionate and proactive way to manage the
growing population of stray cats.
According to the Cat's Cradle Web site, the
ways the organization attempts to control the
number of cats and kittens are a low-cost
spay/neuter program, an adoption program and a
C: release program
at's Cradle actively seeks option
reduced-cost spaying and neutering.
Each week, 40 cats are taken to participating veterinarians and clinics in
surrounding areas for tests, spaying/neutering, vaccinations and a flea and tick
treatment The cost for each cat ranges from $40 to
$100, depending on appointment availability, all at
a significant discount To date, Cat's Cradle has
) ed or neutered 2,984 cats in the
Shenandoah Valley.
The cats that are found to be ready for
homes are put up for adoption. Since
there is no operating facility for Cat's
Cradle, many members act as
to the cats in
limbo. In 2002, 404
were adopted.

Cat's Cradle member Beth Orebaugh fosters
homeless cats from her home in Keezletown.
Fostering consists of monitoring the cats' reactions to
other cats, dogs, children and adults.

— 66

It's amazing being in a group of
volunteers who can accomplish so
much with limited time and funds. The
heart and drive of core members keeps
the mission alive.
-MiryCaWT
uilunteer for Cats Cradle

-95
Orebaugh judges if the cat will be able to adjust to
different situations. "All of (the reactions of the cars to
their environments] determines the kind of home the
cat can be comfortably adopted mto to ensure a permanent and happy home for all involved," she said.
Orebaugh says she loves to foster "problem
kitties" because she finds it rewarding when
they rehabihSome cats found are feral, which means they
never have had human contact because they
were born in the wild.These cats are placed
under the control of TNR, or trap-neuterrelease volunteers.
Teresa Kappes volunteers for Cat's Cradle as
a TNR. When concerned citizens notify Kappes
of these cats roaming the area, she and other
volunteers humanely trap as many cats and
kittens as possible. They then are fixed, vacci- '
nated and re-released into the community
because they are unfit to live indoors.
Sometimes they are placed in alternative locations because the place where they were found
is not considered safe. "If the cats are feral,
then we need to get a control on them through
TNR to help id of diseasi
overpopulation," Kappes said.
Kim Jennings, a represent.
facilities
Management, has been working with I

to manage the feral cat population on campus.
'Through (its members! diligent r
tion, Cat's Cradle has been a tremendous benefit
to the university," Jennings said. Most college
Ctmpuai
ime problem because cat
owners leave their pets behind or drop then
on campus when they move away, he said. The
offspring produced by these orphaned cats 0
tribute to the (oral population.
Jennings said that most of these cats are nocturnal and spend much of the day hiding in bushes
away from civilization, which means most students
do not notice the cats and, thus, do not realize the
blem.
W
i. a Caf s Cradle volunteer for over four years, is the
contact for the JMU campus and
off-campus student I
works closely with Ron
Jennings and JMU Police when cats on campus need
to be humanely trapped. According to Reidler, to
date, 61 cats and kittens have been trapped and relocated from the campus and off-campus housing
areas since the organization began. These include 19
taken from the recently demolished warehouse on
Warsaw Avenue next to Buffalo Wild Wings.
To get an idea of just how out of hand the problem has become, Auckerman computed that to
make any sort of impact, "We (Cat's Cradle) need
to [fix) 4,000 cats in Rockingham County each year
for three to five years. Last year, we altered 1,147
cats working in four counties."
The numbers are discouraging, but Cat's
Cradle members continue their efforts. Mary
Carr, a volunteer for Cat's Cradle, has been foster-homing cats since fall 2000. "It's ama/mg
being in a group of volunteers who can accomplish so much with limited time and funds," she
said. "The heart and drive of core members
keeps the mission alive
Carr believes that just one person can make a difference for cats in the community. "It takes one person to speak up, to save a life, to educate before
change can happen," she said.
There are many different wavs to volunteer. For those unable to donate money,
but who have spare time, the group has
many opportunities. There always is a
need to help with fund raising, transporting cats to appointments, writing newsletters,
assisting with public events and handling adoptions at pet stores. Another critical need Is foster
homes, especially in the spring. According to the
Web site, they need foster homes for "poorly nourished nursing mamas and bottle-fed orphan kittens. [They J also are looking for cat lovers with
room in their home and heart to care for homeless
cats and kittens until permanent homes can be
found." This option is ideal for anyone who would
like to own a pet, but for whom long-term pet
ownership is not feasible.
One more way students can contribute to the cause is by talking to
land lords and apartment renters about
■flowing pets, .learnling to Keldler
To learn more about Cat's Cradle,
to volunteer or to make a donation, p
.Web
Fhe organization
also can be contacted
mail atatfsrradle@rka.nelc* by
nail at
Z22.
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PUB
"ITS ALWAYS 5 O'CLOCK AT THE PUB! "
Now under new management
SBLV DAYS, SE\IN \N AVS TO HA\E FIN:

Specials Daily
New Menu

I
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Get your housing needs for next year solved,
so you can relax on Spring Break!
Madison Manor

Now accepting flex for your eating pleasures!

2 Bedrooms
Fireplace

Check out our new look "Harrisonburg's
Home for Live Music!" Get in Here!

432.0610

Private Deck
Pool & Tennis Courts
Furnished

www.DoThePub.com

Chiropractic...
The Choice For Me
Jason Kucma is a Third-Year student from Medford, NJ. He graduated from
Ithaca College with a Bachelor's Degree in Exercise Physiology concentrating
in Cardiac Rehabilitation

265 S. Liberty Street
Rent $ 825.00

4

Total Water included

X'

3 Levels
One bedroom is 12 x 28

437 S. Mason Street

"The only thing that has ever captured my attention was studying the human body.
The more I learned in school, the more I needed to know. The most logical step
lor me was to become a Doctor of Chiropractic so I could truly help people".

(5) Two bedroom apartments
Rent $500.00 to $580.00
Water and hot water provided
with rent

Before making his decision to attend Logan, Jason visited nearly half
of the chiropractic coleges in the United States. "Logan is in the perfect
location in a safe, residential area. The Admissions staff are very
friendly and helpful and the faculty are excellent."
Logan College offers students an incredible learning environment
Mending a rigorous chiropractic program with diverse and active
student population. If you are looking for a healthcare career that
offers tremendous personal satisfaction, professional success and
income commensurate with your position as a Doctor of Chiropractic,
contact Logan College of Chiropractic today and explore your future.

Close to campus on Liberty Street

Leases start 6/04 or 8/04

Hunter's Ridge Townhomes

*

Four Bedrooms
Two Bathrooms
$225/mo. per person
Completely Furnished

LOPail

1-800-533-9210
wwwloganedu

■—«V^»»M
< ""'-> •"!•< I practla

loganadm'Blogan edu
i

Jason Kucma
I Third-Year Studan

J-M's Apartments

JMU Summer
Study Abroad

One. Two, Three & Four Bedroom
Large Rooms
One Bedroom $395
Two Bedroom $220 Each
Three Bedroom: $200 Each
Four Bedroom: $200 Each

n^/t&ie'i SomeiAiHf Aew IfndeA. the
w <W*W OiaUcut Am///

531/533 Roosevelt Square
Nice 4 bedroom furnished
townhouses
Large bedrooms

f James Madison
\
University
y

W/D D7W Icemaker
Big Living room
$275.00/person
Close to campus

m aiiaciaiUut uUtk
^ Cooperative Sinergie &
the University of Basilica

240-242 Paul St.

^* Summer

Duplex
One 4-bedroom unit

/2004

2 Full Baths
Very large rooms
Oak hardwood floors
Ouief location
June lease

Field Schools in Field Archaeology
and Fresco Preservation

143 Old South High St.
3 bedroom duplex (6 bedroom house)
2 kitchens

Session I. May 17 to June 4
Fresco preservation and restoration at Jesce
Masseria and Carpentino Masseria (4 credits)

2 baths
$275/person
Available August 1, 2004

Session II. June 6 to June 25
Archaeological Method and Theory at a late
Neolithic through early Iron Age hamlet (4 credits)

1113 B Reservoir St.
4 bedroom on 3 levels

&tud—U& wilt isiid* in tk» ictuc cmd UiitcUc tauut &[ AUamwia, in

2 baths
Laundry

tk» Puatia MM 0/ iaulk JtaLf. StucUnti uUU participate in MflMM

Very spacious

i*i*<vidi witk otit*\ iiutUtdi from 9LUf. Oppo*tu*utUi to vopi&i* tU*

Furnished or unfurnished

nick cuttunai hatvuf 0/ ioutkvm OtaLf wilt It* aoaitalU.
For application and additional information, e-mail or
write:
Dr. Clarence R. Geier (geiercr@jmu.edu)
or Dr. Joan Walker
Dept. of Sociology and Anthropology, MSC7501
James Madison University, Harrisonburg, VA 22807

li>i nmit Information, contact Kill Rinei M

438-8800

http://home.adelphia.net/~rent/
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'If you squinted your eyes a little,
it was almost like you were at a
Bob (Marley) show."

■ Fresh press
Junior Ross Copperman
holds concert to raise
funding for debut album.
SM
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CHARLES HUFFMAN

junior

story below

See story below

THEATRE REVIEW

-CONCERT REVIEW-

UI1 I'MI KSllN ,i„HiJu*vwphrr

Cole Porter's witty musical. "Anything Goes.' opened Tuesday
and runs through Saturday at Urtlmer-Shaeffer Theatre.

'Anything Goes'
in Cole Porter
musical this week
BY ANDREA LANGE

staff writer
Filled with cheerful numbers
nnd
zany
antics,
"Anything Goes" is a lighthearted musical tale guaranteed
to bring smiles. With excellent
performances, sets and choreography, the cast successfully
brings to life the sparkle and
verve of the jazz age at La timerShaeffer Theatre in Duke I lall
Romance and shenanigans
abound aboard the S.5.
American, a cruise liner heading for London. On board are
Billy Crocker (senior Kevin C.
Murphy), a failed stock broker
who stows away in an
attempt to win his love,
heiress Hope Harcourt (senior
Beth Abrams). Hope is traveling with her fiance, the foppish Sir Evelyn Oakleigh (junior Michael Harrison).
Also sailing are e\an,,rI is;
turned-nightclub singer Reno
Sweeney (junior Meredith
Holcomb) and her sexy backup singers, "The Angles,"
along with Public Enemy No.
13, Moonface Martin (senior
Keith Foster), and his mistress, Bonnie (sophomore
Lyndsey Cole). Billy befriends
Reno, Moonface and Bonnie,
and they work together to
stay out of trouble and win
the ones they love,
Featuring classu ( nle Porter
tunes such as "It's IVIovely, I
Get a Kick Out of You," and the
title tune, "Anything Goes,"
along with lively dancing, the
musical transports the audience back to the roaring 70s.
It hM the impn>bable plot
situations, exaggerated characters and slapstick humor characteristic ot .i face, hut is
grounded in the excellent per-

fonntnoM of the oast,
Murphy and Holcomb have
the confidence and sp.uk necessary to portray vibrant lead
characters, although Holcomb s
vocal performance suffered
from ixcasion.il pitch problems
Abrams brought sweetness and
grace to lier role, but her voice
was quiet and often too heavy
on the vibrato.
It was Harrison. Cole and
Foster's excellent coined u
Krlorman.es m the support^ roles that stole the show,
eliciting the most iaughs from

the
audience.
Harrisons
effeminate accent and physical
comedy worked brilliantly to
capture
the
Englishman's
naive charm, and Cole's bright
singing voice and sassy performance were delightful.
foster, in particular, was
hilarious as a foolish, yet
endearing, mobster trying to
raise his number on the most
wanted Bat His vocal performances also were wonderful,
although the role didn't allow
him many opportunities to sing
The sets were beautifully
crafted and detailed, transporting the audience to a deck of a
1920s cruise liner. The set also
had multiple levels and extensions into the corner of the
stage that allowed the action to
move all around.
The choreography also was
excellent, sharp and crisp and
visually interesting. The show
featured many rousing tap
numbers that received great
audience applause, particularly
the a capella dance during
"Anything Goes."
However, one major prohlem with the show was the
Casfl inability to project their
voices throughout the theatre
With the exception of Foster,
me cast lets particularly hard
to hear, especially when
singing over the orchestra. No
microphones were used, as is
typical in theatre, but most ot
the cast needed them
The costumes, while good
representations ot period < Iotliing, lacked unity or cohesiveness, particularly in the chonis.
In the large production numbers, the leads did not stand
out as a result. Some othei
tumes were just ugly and
seemingly pointless. Midi as
the strange half robes "The
to" wear in the "Blow
Gabriel, Blow" number.
DtSpitC
these
issues.
"Anything Goes -till is a wonderful show. It's escapist theatre
more about making the
audience happy than making
them think. And. in thai sense,
it's a total success
Produced by the school of
theatre A\\J dame and tinschool of music. "Anything
Goes," is running in LahmerShaetfer Theatre in Duke Hall
nightly through Saturday at 8
pan and Sundas at 2 p.m.

l-hues hv CHRIS I \n/\i\\,morphiHognifher

Musician Zlggy Marley performs Monday night In Wilson Hall Auditorium to a sold-out crowd. Blues and rock singer
Beth Hart opened for the show, and energetic and easy-to-dance-to Michael Frantl & Spearhead played prior to Marley.

Music of Marley sends powerful message
BY MIKR CROWLEY

contritmting writer
People galheaxl in the name of peace,
love and music Monday night at a soldout show co-headlined by Zigey Marley
and Michael Franti & Spearhead. The
University Program Board sponsored the
event at Wilson Hall. The two groups
both exhibited obvious influence from
reggae legend Bob Marlev, but each in
their own uni(|iie way.
Singer and songwriter Beth Hart
opened the show with anompanvinggui
tansl johnny Nichols. Famed for her I A
Song," Hart's songs about heartbreak ,\IK\
drug addictions, paired with her passionultul deliurv. conjured up memones ot jams loplin ,md other guts\ blues
and rock artisLs of the 'Mis and '70s.
The crowd of 1,300 rose to its feet to
welcome Michael Franti & Spearhead and
dashed tow ard the stage for a good spot to
enjoy the show l-ranh's energetic stage
presence wan hard to ignore and within
the tirst few songs, he had the crowd
bouncing and respond mi; fervently to his
signature ' I low vou Itvlm'?." causing the
crowd logo wild.
Mkliael Franti & Spearhead picked and
chose different1 elements trom a large
palette of musical styles. Tin* group's styk'

covered genres from reggae to hip-hop and,
at times, it even resembk-d a jam band.
"1 make music my friends, tamily and
children would be pnnid of.' Franti said in
an interview before the show. Franti's
approach toward muck digests lots ot
sma hut n-sult inone very much his own
Bob Marlev 's influence is especially dear
in the lyrics of Michael Franti & Spearhead.
Bob Marlev's idea of "one kne showed
through clearlv in Michael Franti &
Spearhead songs such as "Power to the
IVao'lul," "Stay Human (All the I reakv
People)" and a song invented with universal appeal lavi KaJio.
Senior Brianna Bellanti read
It'■ I
shame Ziggy went on last because
Spearhead blew |him| out of llx- water."
Ai rvenbooVa collective bun wore
ott and the treakv dancing subsided
Zltn s '--I loned down a notdi 1 In Ikm
ot /iggv's set was much like Michael
I ranti & N|varhead's in that it flip-flopped
between stvk's Iradihnnal reggae songs
such as Bob MarfeVfl
War" and
"( onenHB lungk'" were followed by very
poppy numlxTs that /iggv relUM-d to categorize as BBBjae, but said that tlx-v Wan
uniqiH' to his personality
It s /igg\ musk Mailev said with a
huge smile before the show. He explained
that although n-ggae is his foundation, he

now "plays music whichever way it
comes out I m not able to keep relating
history let's make history"
I lowever. it was the mellow "Ziggy
music" that caused the crowd's energy
k-vel to w.ine Songs like "|ah Will Be

I kne" and C Sol to Bl True to Myself' were
example^ ot /iggv's message of positivity.
individualitv and spiritualism. Ziegy's
uncanny resemblance to his father's physical and vocal styk-s helped make each erf his
father's classics a major highlight for the
set. "If vim squinted voui eves a little, it was
almost like von wen- at a Bob (Marley)
show," junior (. hades I iuttnun said.
During the einore, /iggy unveiled
his newest threads — a JMU I-shirt
drenched
in
perspiration,
which
received a huge response He left the
stage with a smile even bigger than that
response The concert was put together
in two different factions of UPB, the
musical events committee and the issues
and cultural aw areness committee, in an
effort to bring people together accord
ing to senior Matt Stuart, director of
label promotions
So-ill.; the crowd of JMU students,
high school students (some with parents)
and even a Uiddlei sitting on center -tage.
all together in one place, it's safe to say the
night was,i success

Copperman raises over $700 for debut record production
Bi At t< i Sm N
Contributing writer

K \iHHYNCiARIAN<Vcm/n*i(nnf/*tfft^nv»*f'
Junior Ross Copperman performs as the head liner of nine performances Monday night to raise money for his debut album.

lite night nviv Ivive looked
(.ration
Stovall Theatre Monday but the
interior ot the venue was tilkd
w ith a genial, energetic mood as
the audience settJed in for the Ross
Coppermanand LriendsCOnOJTl
ine concert was tiw. but the
perfonners .lsked that the audiIIUI
iion.lie money toward
helping( opperman pniduce his
lirst album C opperman recorded the album, due out in April
ore WinJet Break with country
singer Phil Vassar's band
Copperman was close to his
$1,U)0 go.lL raising a little over
$700, according to senior Gabbv
Ravflli ( oopennarVi manager
TIK* extravaganza stahued
the talents ol piano rink artist

Koss ( opperman, a junior, and
such JMU a capella groups
Note-Onetv, Into Hymn, low
Key, Exit 245 and the c )vertonea.
The evening ako loatunxl | theatric performance by Exit 247 BIl.it Protect (a group ot H male
Student Ainl\iss,ulors who convened to mock tin- a capella
groups and Copperman). as
well as solo perfonners Graham
Cochrane and Brian King, two
unnors uhopiac aoouatk euHai
( opperman's
publicist,
sophomore Kathenne Koss.
said she was hoping for at least
a substantial crowd, "especially
with/iggv Mailev. and Ace and
Mallory of The Real World
being here." Despite the loom
ing presence ot other campUS
events that night, more than 42(1
supporters attended the show.
The concert kicked off with

imwd-pleasing guitar performances and innovative a capella
arrangements ot nnk. pop and
oldies tunes llx-masters ol OBR
monies senior Lyndsey VValthtf
Thomas and treshman John
Robins*in
dc\kc\l out in theii
pimping best
provideil comic
relief between sets
"C)h, wait \\h\ are'we having this concert? 'Cause Koss is
po'," Robinson s,nd, eliciting
laughter from the audieiue.

(. oppennan'i lather, who
was in the audience responded
to Robinson. "11H- more you
guvs pay, the less I have to
Highlights ol the show
included a Ben folds I ive Yak
MM.\ s.n.1 duel a la I \it 1MB -UK\
Copperman, King s com. du
"Midnight Poo." and the standing ovation Exit 247 lM;lat Project
received for its a dance-off rendi-

tion ol hntncA Spears' Toxic,"
which the group performed
wearing a standard uniform of Tshiits.unl white boxen
Sophonnue Rachel Cubas
six1 was ver\ impressed by so
much musical talent supporting
each other, all in i>m' venue.
Copperman's performance
was saved lor the end ot the
event. Copperman's unruffled
composure
also
shined
through when alter a audio
failure, he picked up a guitar
impromptu and serenaded the
Crowd, sans aiupliliers.
His polish was evident from
l opperman s humonms tributes
|0 l law Aiken and Enrique
lglesias and tlie exploratory rockrap duel w ith Carnngton Faulk.

(oppennan'i whola perw CONCERT, page 12
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Short stories way to keep up with lit on the go check out a review
Deep in the dark catacombs of
my private reading library, past the
rings of protective blue flame and
the three-headed guard dogs, is a
shelf of books devoted solely to
short-story collections.
Truck as bricks or thin as leaves,
these books stand out from the a>st
for one distinct aspect — stuck
inside each one, in varying degrees
of progress, are bookmarks. Naked
Post-It notes, discarded scraps of
paper, Christmas gift bookmarks,
the occasional (if somewhat heretical) dog-eared page — what is
important is that these books,
unlike their surrounding kith and
kin, remain unfinished.
Now, normally this would be
impermissible tor the obsessive
compulsive reader I am, devoted
wholeheartedly to the idea of completing a book before moving on to
the next one. It is a topic I've
touched on before, yet I think it
important to note for fellow reading ourists. like mvselt, the benefits
of snort-story collections.
Consider such collections loop-

holes, if you will — akin to the kind
found aU-too-frequently in politics
or hidden in the fine print on contracts and lax forms. Most short stories can be read in one sitting especially when reading for pleasure and
not for any analytical or research
purposes. Give an hour before bed
to Edgar Allan Poe, Flannery
O'Connor, Ernest Hemingway or
Vladimir Nabokov, and one easily
could tackle two or three.
With writers such as Raymond
Carver, one almost could knock out
a whole collection (though you
undoubtedly would gloss over

much of the dense subtext).
But, because most short stories
are by name and nature so quick to
read, there are no problems with
putting a collection down and coming back to it days/months/years
from now. There are no tremors,
sweaty palms, constant worries or
any other traditional ailments that
come with reading a longer novel
in time-permitting sections.
Will I forget whafs going on?
Will any of it make sense? Will I
have to start all over again? Forget
it. With these collections, no such
separation anxiety exists.

Any John Updike aficionados
arc probably well aware of the
recent collection of his early stories
from 1953 to 1975. Tnat book Mil
somewhere along my sheh,^
untouched by the bookmark that
eventually will pierce the hide of 800
white pages between the spines.
Normally, the expansive collection
would take .i while to read. Divided
out in digestible portions, it no
doubt will take even longer.
And when the time comes for
the collection to be pi,iced to the
side in the wake ot some unforeseen, spontaneous ch.inge in rending material, it will have a home on
the shelf among its bookmarked
brothers and sisters Will it, and all
the other collections currently gathering an extra skin ot fluff MM dust
on the shelf, ever be finished? It's
impossible to say; I shudder to contemplate how many books on my
shelves need to be read, let alone
how many short-story collections.
Regardless, then- the collections
will sit, all of them waiting to be
finished, story by short story.

of "Euro trip"'at
www. thebreeze.org
CONCERT: Student
raises funds for CD
CO.VCiOT, from page 11

tormance was truly
indicative of expert
showmanship and the
t nut*- el his piano lessons
since the age of 4.
Senioi
Knsten
Tomlinson, leader of
Copperman's
street
team — a grassroots
organization that publici/es events through
various media — was
plraWfl with the turnout
and said, "Ross' passion
really comes through in
his music. Being part of

his street team, helping
him make his dream
come true, really makes
us feel good."
Following his performance, Copperman
thanked everyone for
"contributing to this, and
coming together to help
me out. I couldn't do any
of this without all of the
fans that come to every
show, my street team
and especially my manager Gabby Revilla, who
has taken my career to a
whok* new level."

my

$*oty. ACCEPTING FLEX!

Flavor of the Week:

Orange
Pineapple

Downfown: 433-3017
Leonard W Aamodt, MD, FACOG
Evan V. Forsnes. MD, FACOG
Martha A. Jones, CNM, MS
Barbara M Kirkland, CNM, MS
Donna L. Schminkey, CNM, MPH
Ann M. Schaefler. CNM, MED
Car.-**.

Annual Oyn Exam

Insurance and

Birth Control

Major Credit

Cotpompy

Cards Accepted

Breast Exams

119 University Blvd., Suite B
Harrisonburg. VA 22801-3753
Office (540) 438-1314
Toll Free (877) 438-1314
Fax (540) 438-0797
www.swhc.net

Looking for Spiritual Enlightenment?
"We respect the inherent worth and dignity of every person."

We provide a challenging atmosphere to assist
you in finding your spiritual path.
JMU CAMPUS INFO: Contact Rev. Byrd Tetzlaff: uurevbyrd@hotmail.com
Sunday Morning Children's Program for Ages 5-17

Harrisonburg Unitarian Universalists
TAKE 33 WEST 5 MILES TO DALE ENTERPRISE
http://HUUweh.orfj

Phone: 867-0073

Sunday Worship 10:30 AM

MasterCul
Another Reason to G<
to the Mall.

«* Horn: M-F 7em-8pm
SAT 7am-7pm
SUN lOem-Spm
^

600 University Bhvd

} CinnamoniBear /;U^^U/M

^ Go Wireless

Breakfast ALL DAY!
Breakfast Burrlto

$3.29

egg. ham, Cheddar chMM, tomato, a onions

Breakfast in a Wrap of Kaiser Roll.

$3.59

•Sis. bacon, Cheddar chMM, avocados, tomatos, I mayo

Veggie Wrap

$3.19

eggi, Cheddar cheese, iptnach.green peppers, red onions, veggie cream
cheese t thai sauce

Egg & Cheddar Cheese on a Bagel or Croissant.

$2.29

add bacon or sausage $2 99

Taylor Ham, Egg & Cheese on a Bagel
Bags'*
Low Fat cream cheese Regular. Strawberry, a Veggie

$3.19
$ .65
$1.39

Student Discount

10?ff

20o\

Adull Haircut reg. $11.95
Perm/Color services
starting at $39.00

Paul Mitchell. Biolagc.
Sebastian. Bed Head.
MastcrCuis & more

All Salon
Services

All Hair Care
Products

Valley Mall
5405640777

asteTQuts
www mas leu i»t» cosn
l-a00-aaa.||l7far nraml Inarms
IDattwstufsswvsn
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■ Matthews hires two coaches
JMU football coach Mickey
Matthews adds an offensive coordinator and defensive backs coach
to coaching staff.
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Talk is talk, and now it is time
for us to put our game
[defensively] into action."
KELLIE YOUNG

lacrosse coach

-LACROSSE-

Dukes ready to take field, CAA crown
Seniors set to
lead JMU
back to glory
BY JENN CHAPMAN

contributing writer
Going into the season
ranked eighth in the nation
the women's lacrosse program
is predicted by one player to
have one of its greatest MMOAI
in school history.
The Dukes finished last ve.ir
with a 13-6 record, a Colonial
Athletic Association championship and an appearance in
the first round of the NCAA
tournament. The team will look
to get on track with similar success when it opens its 2004
campaign Sunday in Net*
Haven, Conn., against 18thranked Yale University.

-64
As a coach, this is the
most well-rounded and
determined group of
athletes...
— Kellie Young

lacrosse coara
AM> PAThRSON/w»u.>r phtxifaphfr

The

"Going into this season —
particularly the opener — we are
looking to set the standards as to
what we will bring for the rest of
the season." red-shirt senior Kari
Pabis said. "V*. are so excited to
see live competition alter a king
preseason. Although we are
ranked higher (than Yalc|, we
have something to pnive, as this
game will set the tone for the next
few months."
The Dukes return nine
starters after losing three players last season. A key kss offensively for the squad was midfielder Lisa Staedt (TO), a three-

WHMII'I

lacrotM team runs through drills during a preseason practice. The eighth-ranked Dukes begin the season traveling to Vale University Sunday.

time Ail-American and twotime CAA Player of the Year.
With Staedt's departure, the
team focus will shift this year to
balance the power among all 11
individuals on the Held, according to coach Kellie Young.
"As a coach, this is the most
well-rounded and determined
gnmp of athletes I have ever
seen," Young said. "[The balance]
makes my job a lot easier, and I
am very excited to see where we
can go and what we can do."
This year, the team will
work around key playmak-

ers, senior co-captains midfielder Gail Decker and
defender Jess Beard.
Decker, who was named
JMU Female Athlete of the Year
for 2003, brings the experience
of an All-American second team
selection. She also led the team
last year with 51 goals.
the team will rely on Decker
to be the Dukes' primary finisher, with the support of junior
attacker less Brownridge and
sophomore attacker Brooke
McKenzie. Junior Carrie Martcll
and senior Erin Chantk»r will

provide an additional scoring
threat at midfield.
Last season's Conference
Defensive Player of the Year,
Beard, will be looked upon to
lead the defense. Young said.
"Jess (Beard) will run our
defense,and ...thedetermination
she brings will help us to win,"
Young said. 'Talk is talk, and now
it is time for us to put our game
[defensively] into action."
Young said her newest
recruiting class brings speed
and offensive strength.
Freshman midfielder kelk

Twin towers provide one-two punch
Alexis, Dobbins play in post gives
Dukes vast rebounding advantage
BY DREW WILSON

senior writer

66

•

It's a great physical
presence ...I think we
are bigger than
everyone in the league.

III, ~\i

— Kenny Brooks

Lindsey out indefinitely
Red-shirt senior left fielder
Alan Lindsey is out of action
indefinitely after he underwent open-heart surgery
Saturday at the University of
Virginia Medical Center,
according to coach Spanky
McFarland.
After suffering from flulike symptoms, Lindsey's
teammates took him to
Rockingham
Memorial
Hospital late Thursday

night. Saturday, he was
transported by ambulance
to U.Va. medical center,
where it was revealed
Lindsey had a staph infection in the valves of his
heart, McFarland said.
Tuesday, the Diamond
Dukes lost to UVa. by a sconof 10-1. McFarland and his
Diamond
Dukes
visited
Lindsey following the game.
—from staff reports

FOOTBALL

women's basketball coach

Matthews hires VMI
offensive coordinator

99
Coach Kenny Brooks has
said the emergence of the two
has been, and will continue
to be, a huge part of the
tram | MlCOMi
I is ,i great physical presence for us because I think we
are bigger than everyone in the
league," coach Brooks said of
the Dukes' size in the paint.
"We're starting to be able to
id vantage of that. They
can't double on Denae because
she can dump it off to (Alexis),
or vice versa."
Even though Alexis and
Dobbins both are early in
their careers, coach Brooks
said he thinks they will be
better than the combination
of Todd and Franklin.
"No offense to Hollee
(Franklin) and Stacey (Todd) —
because they were both very
good players who did a lot for
the program, — but with
Meredith (Alexis) and Denae
(Dobbins), the sky is the limit,"
he said. "You look out there at
what they are doing, and someiimes you forget they are a freshman and sophomore. Denae
(Dobbins) is really (like) an older
freshman because she didn't

to face our competitor[throughout the season]."
Last season, when JMI
met Yale, the Dukes wire
victorious by a score of 14-7.
Pabis believes a win in the
season opener against Yak
would set a positive toft
the beginning of the season
for an experienced and ambitious Dukes squad.
"As seniors, we are out to
lead this team to where we
should have been last year —
and that is a NCAA championship," Pabis said.

BASEBALL

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL-

One of the main elements
that helped the women's basketball
team
reach
the
Women's National lnvitation.il
Tournament Final Four during
the 2000-'01 season was dominant front court duo, Stacey
Todd
(01) and
Hollee
Franklin ('02).
Todd was a 6-foot-2-inch
forward who could battle in
the paint and knock opponents
around. Franklin, a 6-foot-5inch center, almost made it
impossible for opposing players to shoot over her. She finished her career with a school
record of 186 blocks.
Since the two graduated,
the Dukes hadn't had that
one-two punch in the paint
— until now.
Freshman
forward
Meredith Alexis averages
about 10 points and 10
rebounds a game this season.
At 6 feet 2 inches tall. Alexis
provides the Dukes with a
scoring and rebounding force
at the power forward, as well
as someone who can bang
around in the paint, just as
[bdd once did.
While Alexis has been consistent all season, the second
half of the dllO didn't surface
until about a month ago.
Sophomore center Denae
Dobbins returned from a stress
fracture injury that kept her
out of the preseason, but has
landed her a spot in the starting lineup anyway. At 6-foot5-inches tall, Dobbins has
given JMU another presence
inside with her ability to block,
rebound and BOOM

Berger will be looked to for her
feisty and steady presence,
while freshman attacker Monica
Buck will be relied on for her
quick shot. Young said.
Freshman attacker Mana
Bosica, an All-Metro selection in
high school, was touted as JMU"S
top freshman recruit Young said
the Dukes will look to utilize
Bosica s powerful shooting game.
Bosica said, "I know this
weekend will go well because
we have been very focused
on this game since fall ball,
and we are definitely ready

m
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Freshman forward Meredith Alexis (40) was named the Colonial
Athletic Aseoclatlon Rookie of the Week for the second time.
play a whole lot last year."

Dobbins'
improvement
throughout the season was not
a surprise to coach Brooks. He
said she made huge strides
during
the
off-season.
However, the injury was a setback. Early in the season,
coach Brooks said he could tell
Dobbins wasn't happy with
the way she was playing once
she returned to the court.
"I think she had a distorted
sense that she was going to
come out and be in shape like
everyone else," he said.
The two had a meeting in
early December to discuss
Dobbins' frustrations, and
coach Brooks told her she

wouldn't be hitting her stride
until mid-January.
"From that day on, I think
she understood," he said. "She
focused on improving daily
and, as a result, right now she
is hitting her stride."
Since Jan. 29, Dobbins has
started every game, and is
averaging over 11 points and
over seven rebounds in the
last three games. She said she
is playing the best basketball
of her career
"The guards are starting
to get confidence in getting
the ball in to me so I can finish it," Dobbins said.
xeqpKBS, page 14

.

Football coach Mickey
Matthews announced the
addition of new offensive
coordinator Jeff Durden
and defensive backs coach
Chip West to his coaching
staff Tuesday.
Durden, a'l988 graduate of
GtOIMlOWn
College
in
Kentucky, has spent the past
five seasons coaching at
Virginia Military Institute.
serving the past two years as
the Keydets' offensive coordinator and quarterbacks coach.
During his tenure as
oltinsive coordinator, VMI
set a team scoring record
with 114 points in 2002. This
past fall, the Keydets averaged 390 yards of total
offease and scored 35° points
during a 6-6 season.
l-ast season, coach Fddie
Davis ran the Dukes' offensive game plan, meaning
Durden's appointment as
offensive coordinator will
demote Davis to his former
job as special teams coordina-

tor and tight ends coach — a
position I >a\ is lull! prior In
the 2003 season.
West, a 1993 graduate of
Livingstone College, was the
defensive backs coach at
Fordham University in 2003.
For the previous four seasons.
West VN.IS .in assistant coach at
Colgate University.
Other revisions and reassignments within Matthews'
coaching ranks include assistant
coach/ offensive line coach Curt
Nevvsome, defensive coordinator/ defensive line coach
George Barkiw, and linebackers
coach Kyle CUlenwaler.
Durden and West replace
former defensive coordinator Dick Hopkins and former special teams/tight
ends coach Amos Jones on
the Dukes' coaching staff.
Hopkins currently is the
defensive coordinator at
The Citadel, while Jones is
an assistant coach at
Mississippi State University
—from staff reports
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DUKES: Duo

BASEBALL

Cavaliers upend JMU

DUKES, from page 13
Alexis said, "It's really
easy to find her in the low
post, especially passing We
get that high/low going,
and it's unstoppable."
Dobbins has helped solve
the Dukes' problem in the
middle. Junior center (Crystal
Brooks began the season as
the team's starter, but nagging
injuries
midway
through the schedule helped
Dobbins take advantage of
the starting job.
Coach Brooks said having
Dobbins step up has helped
JMU tremendously on the
offensive glass
"When a shot goes up,
we're limiting opponents to
rebounds. It's helping us
solidify our defense," he
said. "A lot of times during
the middle of the year or
beginning of the year, we
would play decent defense
and [the other team] would

play. So, that's been a good
thing for us."
Meanwhile, Alexis earned
Colonial Athletic Association
Rookie of the Week honors for
the second time this season
after averaging 15 points and
11 rebounds the last two
games. She currently is leading the conference in rebound— Kenny Brooks ing and, as of Feb. 23, is
»omen's basketball coach ranked 26th in the country in
rebounds per game.
Coach Brooks said the tandem of Alexis and Dobbins,
shoot, and they would get an along with a healthier Brooks
offensive rebound and get off the bench, should cause
another chance to score."
problems for opponents the
Coach Brooks also said
remainder of the season.
Dobbins has taken on a role of
"If they continue to play
being a leader
well, I think we'll be a force to
"I've been very pleased
be reckoned with because we
with her in the last month are big and can tower over
and a half," he said "She's other opponents," he said.
doing a good job for us,
The Dukes will need a
understanding
what we
force in the paint against Old
need to accomplish and raisDominion University tonight
ing her teammates' level of in
Norfolk.
The
Lady

-4 6
When a shot goes up,
we 're limiting opponents
to rebounds. It's helping
us solidify our defense.

-V

Monarchs. who lead the conference with a 14-1 record,
edged JMU 75-73 in the
Convocation Center Jan 9
ODU is led by forward
Monique Coker, who averages 14.5 points a game and
9.1 rebounds a game. The
Lady Monarchs also have
two other players in the
CAA's top 20 in scoring —
guild Max Nhassengo (14.2
points
per
game) and
Shareese Grant (12.9 points
per game).
Alexis said the Dukes have
to play strong defense against
ODU to have a chance
"I think we have a good
shot as long as we play as
well as we can," she said.
"It's not going to be easy.
We're going to have to play
for 40 minutes — maybe
even more if we go into overtime. But, as long as we play
hard, we'll put up some
tough competition.*'

Are you tired of dealing with roommates?
Looking for a quiet and peaceful environment?

The Diamond Dukes were
trounced 10-1 by the University
of Virginia in nonconference
action Tuesday.
Virginiai
scored 6 runs
Tuesday
in the third
JMU
inning, chasing red-shirt
1
sophomore
UVa.
left-handed i
pitcher Greg
Nesbitt (1-1)1
from the game after two and
two-thirds innings of work He
suffered the loss, surrendering 7
runs (3 earned) on five hits.
UVa. pitcher Joe Koshansky
tamed JMU's bats, hurling six
innings of work, allowing 1 run
on four hits and striking out six.
With the loss, the Diamond
Dukes dropped their fourth consecutive game to the in-state rival
Cavaliers, falling 5-2 on the season
JMU hosts Fordham

EAST MAKE! ST.
AT FKNACE10., NEXT
TO PAPA JOHN'S PIZZA

i
Inc.

(♦APARTMENTS ♦)
• Specializing in one bedroom apartma
• Variety of one bedroom floor plans starting at $395 and $425 furnished

433-1744

www.TheGrandDuke.com

37C South Ave.

Now Accepting Flex!
-

I

MEDIUM 1 TOPPING
SINGLE BREADSTICKS
2 LITER PEPSI

n

'
I

l _ _ J8.99
|
433-1821
298-9439

434-0676
78 Canton Street

2485 Siuti) HUn Sttiei

249 South AvMlkton

presents...

Friday, February 27 10pm
Students S10 adv. $12 door
Adults $17 adv SI9 door
SAVE $1
Comedy and Improvisation BRING THIS AD TO THE BOX OFFICE
Featuring 1998 JMU alum.
AND SAVE $1 PER TICKET
Niki Lindgren
TO THE 10PM PERFORMANCE
HOW COOL IS THAT?

University of

Summit 1: May 24-July 2 • Summit 2 July 6

AUQUII

13

"ATO'A SUMMER SESSIONS
www.summer.hawaij.edu • toll-free 1 (800) 862-6628

ALIBNMENT
BSAKES
MUFFLEES
SHOCKS
BATTERIES
STATE INSPECTIONS

University at Long Field /Mauck
Stadium for a doubleheader
beginning noon Saturday.
The Diamond Dukes' lone run
was scoied by freshman center
fielder Brandon Bowser, following a single off the bat of junior
right fielder Mike Buba
Butia was named Colonial
Athletic Association Co-Player
of the Week, while Stonebumer
was given CAA Rookie of the
Week honors.
Against Bucknell University,
Butia paced the Diamond Dukes
offensively, batting .600 (9-15)
with 6 runs scored and 8 RBIs.
Butia is batting .440 on the season
with nine RBIs
Stonebumer batted .500 (48) against Bucknell, tallying 5
runs scored and seven RBIs
The freshman is batting a
team-high .533 and leads the
CAA with II RBIs.
—from staff reports

434.5935

EBB

^(i)®^On.com

New Listings On Harrisonburg's Online Business Directory
Ben's Music
You Made Itl
Hair Options
Biltmoro Grill
West Water Street Cafe
Bruster's Real Ice Cream
By the Corner Custom Frame
JMU Bus Schedule / Route Finder
L'ltalia Pizza & Pasta ( Harmony Sq )
Shenandoah Automotive Service Center
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CLASSIFIEDS
S Baeroom Aat Aeaaaaea 8/1/04
281 W Market St; large room
freshly painted, off street parking;
$375/month per person, includes
electric, ges. and water. Cell for
appt. 4370193

WE HAVE
SwMter BeMet wrth a Pool - l
Bedroom in Sunchese. Rent is
usually $323 but you pay $2751
Furnished, w/d, only on*
'oommili (nice) will be there
Avail** for all or pan of summer.
Carl MM. 442-4011.
Far ftee* • Mot reeJdantiei area, in
home, J bedroom apartment. 2
blocks from JMU. Jecuzil. AIL.
jHitlta included. $500. Cat**
47S2B80.
Fof Mart Three level. 4 bedroom.
2 bach. 1-2 people par level. Fully
furnished, College Station.
Available 8/1/04. managed by
owner. Call Judy. 478 5408.

PROPERTY AT:
HUNTER S RIDGE
DEVON LANE

3 BeeheoNi Apt Available Shortterm lease, must vacate by
7/16/04. 281 W. Market Street.
Freshly painted, off-street perkirvg.
utilities Included $350/montr per
, person. Call for appt. 437 0103.

MASON STREET
LIBERTY STREET
J-M'S ■
OLD SOUTH HIGH
HIGH STREET
SOUTH MAIN STREET
1-2-3-4 or 5 Bedroom
apartments
2-7 Bedroom Houses
Furnished & Unfurnished

IWd you know that your
parents can get a

2-7 Bedroom houses

subscription to

The Brent?

ALL WALKING

NO BUS RIDE!

$40 for third class moil

Riner Rentals

yog can receive a full \earof

438-8800

The Breeze!
Call today (n start your
subscription'
OUI

5TJ8-O 127

today!

Dewatewa Left Life - Large
windows, high ceilings, quiet. Short
term lease possible. Qo to
www.ffoundtnfs.nef and click
rentals.
student Frteagty Heesee Nice,
quiet aress. W Water, three
bedrooms, parking, yard, W/D.
smokers and pets welcome. June
1. for details can 87MW7
4 ■itmai Ceaate - Lease August,
newly renovated. Hunter's Ridge.
*2l0.00/bed. Managed by
owners. Ca« Julie. 540-5780746.
Qrednatlen Week - Massanutten.
5/07 - 5/14. Summit/Gold Grown.
2 Bft. 2 BA steeps 6. Full kitchen,
deck, fireplace, jacuai tub $1400
<>o Call 678*49 7444.
Laeja One ■■<■■■■ AgirtwuaU
Convenient (oceuon. avaiiabw 8/17.
$380. Cal 433-1560.
Student Homing In the Outer
Barteia wvmobanous«1g.corn.

away. svaHaflsl June 1. W/D, $550.
Can 433-1566
1 ••Broom Heuee Available
•/1/04 242 N Mason Street;
large rooms, off-street perking,
detached garage. $360/moth per
person, includes electric, gas. and
water. Can tor appt. 4370103

Spacloat end Quiet 2-BJR
ApartmeMs $275 par person m
6 unit student building. Fully
©Quipped wrth 1/6 bath. W/D, A/C.
D/W. and large living and dining
rooms. Cst or dog allowed, visit
www. casueproper fy.com

DISTANCE TO JMU!

or $80 for finl chut mail.

Beat the Rents* Has* 3 Badtoom
townhouse available August 2004 In
Kiester school area, quest and safe
neigtiborhood. garage, large deck,
phone and cable outlets m each
room, partlatry furmehed. $285 per
person For more deteils or en
appointment, call 1 800842 2227.
or emeu sp)darcV>#shenM.riet

4 Bedroom. 2 Bathroom Houee
South Mason St., 4 blocks from
csmpus. available June 1.
appliances. Call 434-3790.
1UI Soettt Male 5 bedroo~m7
basement. DSL. year lease, June.
across from campus, $1375. Call
4330984
2 Be dree m Heuee Available
B/l/04 • 281 W Market Street,
very cute, cottage-type with offstreet parking. $300/month. Call
for appt. 4370193
Large Toarssseaee 5 bedroom, 3
bath, furnished, washer and dryer.
Available July 1. $1.250/month.
Close to campus. Mountain View
Dnve Contact Joe Miser. 4336236.
4 Bedreeei Ceese ta Heater's
mega A.aii*le now. long/short
term leases. Non-smoking. Ceil
Dave or Pern si 540 740 2668.
Large Broaa Heese Available
8/1/04 205 Newman Ave; 11
bedrooms divided into 4 units,
each with its own bathroom and
kitchen 2 spacious common
rooms and a full basement.
$360/month per person includes
electric, gas. and water. Call for
appt. 4370193.
3 Bedroom House Available
Short- term lease, must vacate by
7/15/04. 242 N Mason Street
Off-street parking. $400/month.
Cell for
eppt,
437-0103.
0 Bedroom Heese AvalieVle
8/1/04 240 N High Street: 2
baths. 2 kitchens, specious rooms,
off-street perking with large
backyard. $375/month per person,
includes electric, gas. and water.
CeH for appt. 4370193.

For Newt • 2 bed/2 bath condo In
new building. Fully furnished.
Hunter's Ridge. $375 per bed.
Available 8/1/04. Managed by
owner. Call Ken, 540-206-2074.
Large) S Beat**** Cane* - Shaded
deck, $220 each. August, cell
433-2221
Nags Heed -Student Summer
Rentals ieatreeiereally.com for
pictures. 1 252 2556328
Main Street. Leese August.
$105.00. CstI 5405780510.
Largo Tewnaeeee • 3 bedrooms.
2 1/2 beths. large deck,
basement, short walk to campus.
$250 each, available In August.
Call 4332221

Premier Interprlses A pool
company in Northern Virginia Is
looking
for
supervisors,
managers, and lifeguards Visit
www.premieMii.com. Apply online or call 1 877 $EE POOL.

Summer Job

S3.00 for the first 10 vmrds
S2.00 for each odd'l 10 words
Block ads are SI I), inch
Now accepting
credit cards!
Visa or Master Card
Place >our ad today!

568-6127

WartreesM Heeded Apply at Jess
Lunch #2 Hiring for all shifts
Freshmen, sophomores and turners
preferred
Attentlen Dakes
$10.25
base/eppl Local company looking
for articulate college students
Flexible schedule* Great resume
experience
m
customer
sales/service. Continue in
summer. All ages 18*. Conditions
appry. 438-1300.
www worfcforsfudertfs.com.

MBA Is seeking 5-7 men end
women for fuN erne summer
employment MRA provides canoeing, kayaking, rtver tubing, bus
tours, and Rock rJrnHng adverv
lures. MRA * kxassd acroaa from
Massanutten Resort. Employees
must be motivated, srghuaiaatlc.
set managed, and nave a good
driving record
Call 2S*-40e«
www.Cenoa4U.eem
Maaaansrfferathweaef. com
For 2004 Summer In
North Myrtle Reach, ho experience
Appry at *rww nsbsliteguaras.com.
Uve and Work on the Outer Bar*.
Nags Mead area, this summer Now
hwlng for all positions Please visit
www.mworth com for
more
information and an employment
■go OH I

Part Time
Work

Hers* Bietng PrlvHeajM f.change
for work Call 8332311 Boarding
Ml .id--

Sprtrvi Break Panama City $109
7 nighta. 6 free parties, free
covers 5 day spring break
Bahamas Cruise $279 Cencun,
Jamaica, Nassau $520 Daytona
$150. Call 18006786386.
www Sprrngflreak Travel com

IBM rasas* CMs DX Automatic.
air. 84.000 miles $6,000 Call
288-TB74.

test Free parties, best
hotels, lowest prices! call
1-800-985^780.
www brtakefslravei.com

-Flexible Schedules

COfinRMtDJMUFlKHTS
MTIMKM

COUKTIY
>,,<-, HUMI)

Tj^rntaosi

FratarnltrM

Clubs Student Group*

entire semester or until

Earn $1,000 $2,000 this
semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fund'8*sing event. Our free programs
make fundraising eaay with no
nsks. FufKk*SKvg dates are
filling ouickry. so get wrth the
program' It works

your Hem tells
SPACI IS LIMIID

(whichever comes first)!

SOOri NOW*

1.89,0 234 7007

This offer is good now through
April 29 and only applies lo
advertising in the Tor Sale"
section. Ads must be 20 words
or less Offer applies to indrvktual
items only Retail stores and
businesses do not qualify for this
special offer All ads are subject

fl Spring Break Vacatleas
Cancun. Jamaica. Aeapulco.
Bahamas, and Florida. Best
parties, best hotels, beat prices.
Group discounts, organizers travel
free. Space is limited, book now
and save I Call 1B00 234-7007
*ww PncHasSummerTcHjrs.com

to Breae approval

Contact CampusFundrasser at
11888)923 3238. or visit
www campuatundralser. com

Behanas Spring Break Party
Crsise - Frve days from $279 Party
with Reel World Pans celebrities
at exclusive csst parties. Great
beaches and nightlife includes
meels, port/hotel taxes. Call
1 900-67M386.
-«%* SpnnajBreakrrovef.com.

DON'T MBB OUT ON THB
GREAT DEAL!

Call 566-6127 for more
uifcfmaOoa

skl/Oelf Recreational Package
Plus more at Massenunen. $500
Good through September 2004
2404201874

Harrlsenburg'a Source for OffCampus Housing
Sublets.
roommates
and furniture.
wvwv.rujnisonoiaaVntxrnpus.com
Deary Queen Now accepting credit
laitli' Einj/eid uf the month:
February • Chocolate Cherry Love;
March - Mint Oreo.

SPRING BREAK '04

TiefcetT we do auto
i Call 4348800

-Great Resume Experience
-All Ages 18+
-Conditions Apply

wwwjxrnpsuttline.com
ACAC
is seeking committed Summer
Camp counselors for June 7
August 27. Counselors can earn
from $6 50 $0.00 per hour.
depending on experience If you
are creative, exciting, and
energized, then ACAC has an
opportunity for you, Full-time with
benefits! For more information
please call Adam at 817-1747.
Made Money Taklag Online
Surveys - Earn $10 - $125
for surveys. Earn $25 - 250
for
focus
groups.
Visit
www.cash4sruaWnfs.eom/bree/e.

SororttM»

**For Sale" ad for the

-Great Pay
-Customer Sales/Service

tptmg Brae* - Beach and Ski tnpa
on sale now Can 1 800-SUNCHASE
today or visit www.sunchase.com.

IMIIAM
Only $15 lo run your

$509
VSUT

Free Meals
I 800 'li 634/

*-«vr.Beac WjleVacations.com

Chevrolet CavatMt
new tires, good condition. Must
sell by June! $2,000 or beat offer.
Call Lauren at 574-2338.

MniaiaiWsiilBverAe\eiSsaBa,wc.

-All Majors Welcome

Advertise in
The Breeze
Classified Ads!

iiTna Br«ak"2C
Th« immaM lw«Moc«

1M$ VW^eette • Silver, great
condition 5 speed. A/C, leather.
CD. 63.000 miles $6,000. Cell
240*761

Call Debbie For Interview
(703) 2I2-3B23

■ All

appliances, available 8/17. $475.
Call 433-1560.

*300/da>

Weekends Only - 11am to 7pm
No Experience Necessary
Must Be Reliable

Apply now
donnamayPulhmMoylngxom

EHr?gg

1BB3 Caessae Lane • As seen at
JMU and UVA last year. Check it
out at www.oiifdaus.eom/f/mo/.

Dancers Wanted:

Make H50

SM$r00"PER"ROO¥

Try a Tlmosrnest bed loft for $175.
Contact Saundra Barrett at 612
5817 or barrefs'#jmu.edu.
2 pe game en it e Luggage Bet
1 large rolling check-thru and
matching carry-on duffle. $50.00.
Great for spnng break! Call
5683078
Water*** - King sue. great
condition, everything included. Call
Mate. 435-4369.
2 Advent $003 S<—*.T. * Owkyo
Receiver • Excellent condition.
$650.00 CaH 246-3064.
IBM BBIW gggw $2400 $Hve~r
paint, new tires, radio/od, speakers.
bstlery. Good condruon. needs from
seat covers 198 K miles. Call
4330242

._.
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PERSONALS

IIIMII^I^M

www.sunsplashtours.com

JMU

Students read
,

T/M» areaez*..
Do YOU have
Momethtng to $ay?

1.800.426.7710
Carmen and Associate* Travel
Local - full service agency, dose
to JMU campus Professional •
Caring - 28 years in the business

Place an ad in
The Brvex personaU!

(540) 442-1111

(all 56H-6127 or email
the_bmuetajmu.edu for

1M7 Port RepvbBc Road

more informatkin!

Eating disorders and
body dissatisfication
are real concerns.
Bbi\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\«|.

Get Real Expectations.
Get Real Information.
"*#»•«*. "tapa?- ■

Get Real Help.

I
•Jfc,

_KB

^ ■'

aw4^@ BaaaaaaaaaaT

'v

wMum

i

National Eating
Disorders Awareness
Week 2004

laaaBssssi

Get Real

www.NationalEatingDisorders.org

9 nag BaBnv^E^S^Bl

HlralwF^fe^^Wfllflffi^Ai'lj ftMffWI

(Brought to you by the University Health Center
r\or more info, call 568-6178 or visit our website:
www.jmu.edu/healthctr
.

AUsureate

Saint Joseph Medical Canter
The Center for Eating Disorders

The Bella Vita
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In Need of I lousing?
Wc offer die largest selection
of off campus housing to meet
your specific needs.

_pw Prices -

Best Food - Low, Low, Low Prices - Best Frx

5 H China Express i
± Free Delivery

(540) 568-9899 *

&

Sun-Thu until 1am
& Fri-Sat
Fri-Sat until
until 2am
2am
&

ArrontoH
* FIPY
hiex Accepted

o
**

Super Combo
* SCI Chicken Broccoli
SC2 Pork, Chicken, Beet or Shrimp Chow Meln
SC3 Sweet and Sour Chicken
SC4 Sweet and Sour Pork
SC5 Moo Goo Gai Pan
•SC6 Chicken with Garlic Sauce
•SC7 Hunan Chicken
SC8 Pork with Mixed Vegetables
SC9 Mixed Chinese Vegetables
* SC10 Hunan Vegetables
SC11 Chicken with Cashew Nuts
•SC12KungPao Chicken
• SC13 Szechuan Chicken
SC14 Almond Chicken
•SC15 Hunan Beet
SC16 Pepper Steak
SC17 Beet with Broccoli
' SC18 Szechuan Beet
SC19 Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
SC20 Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
* SC21 Hunan Shrimp
SC22 Triple Delight
• SC23 General Tso's Chicken
SC24 Sesame Chicken
SC25 Four Seasons
SC26 Pork, Chicken, Beef, or Shrimp Lo Mein
SC27 Chicken with Vegetables
• SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken

only

*P

B

3 Bedrooms
Each unit has 2 baths and is
Unfurnished Uraquefbor
plan & deck for each bedroom

1
JO Court

4 Bedrooms
Three floors of kvng space.
fenced backyard and washes'
dryer

3 Bedrooms Each urtf is furnished end has
a ful kitchen a wet bar. Across
from JMU Quad.

12 a 3 Bedrooms
Convenient location to JMU on
Souti Mail Street Some
Mas included.

3 Bedrooms
Furrashed townhouses with 2 5
bathe. Three floors with M
kitchen and washer/dryer.

5 Bedrooms
fikiactoue townhomes located in
mailing daaance lo campus
W/D & walkout basement

4 Bedrooms
Three floors of kving space wth
a tutyequiped kitchen and
a— h st/dryer.

Style

All entrees come with
Sweet and Sour Chicken
Spring Roll
8 oz. Plain Fried Rice
and choice of soup:
gffi
Wonton,
Egg Drop,
or Hot and Sour

* Indicates Spicy (can be altered to taste)

2* 3 Bedroom*
Each unit feature* «s own
fireplace and pnval* deck Also
ndjdas pool and terns courts

and don't forget..
25c Cheese Wontons
0inn2wfth$15|Mcfcm)
LMdiSpciil$3.95Nt>

China Express |
1031 Port Republic Rd
Menu, Specials and Map Found On

GoLL®®BsOn.com

msmsm

li \NKI l<
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FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS*

715 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
info@cbcfunkhouser.com
(540) 434-5150

w w w. o f f c a m p u s h o u s i n K . c o m
tC.H ■»! >»CH<>
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